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Report finds 'modest' need for engineers
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A consultant's report has found
that western Kentucky faces a
short-term need for a "modest"
number of engineers, but that
plans for meeting that need
should not be based on yielding
more than approximately 25 to 30
additional graduates per year.
The $75,000 report, which was
compiled by MGT of America,
was initiated by a Council on
Higher Education request in
January that an independent consultant determine the need for
engineering education and make
recommendations regarding how
that need, if any, should be met.
The 100-page report was

released at 11 a.m. (CST)
Thursday.
After establishing an apparent
short-term need for engineers, the
consultanting firm developed
nine alternatives that could be
implemented to expand access to
engineering education.
Of those, MQT selected four
models for further consideration
by the CHE. In summarizing its
findings, the report emphasized
that any strategy to produce additional engineers for the Purchase
area should be cost-effective and
flexible.
"In particular, the strategy
should not call for one institution
to deliver services that another
institution can do more readily

and efficiently. Any capital
investments should be for facilities that will have the flexibility
to handle non-technical programs
when manpower need or student
demand shifts," according to the
report.
The four models suggested by
the consultant include:
*Regional Center: cooperation
between the University of Kentucky, Murray State University
and Paducah Community College
with a building in Paducah for
engineering education and possibly other programs in the
future.
*Loan Program: enticements
for professional engineers to
locate in the area and also offer

continuing education.
•Licensure Change: requirement that the State Board of
Registration accept an accredited
bachelor's degree in engineering
technology as adequate preparation to sit for the licensure
examination.
•Articulation Agreement:
cooperation between MSU and U
of L for engineering education.
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander told the Ledger he is
pleased with the report.
"I am pleased that the report
confirmed our position on engineering in the Purchase area,"
Alexander said. "It validated the
importance of the MSU/U of L
resolution of the problem.

"The licensurc aspect indicated
that MSU students are qualified
to sit for the licensure exam and
we believe the loan program is an
innovative idea," he said.
Alexander noted that he thinks
the regional center concept bears
discussion, but "it is unncessary
in view of the other three options
of low pr no. cost."

for it to provide an expensive
professional engineering program, rather than create a new one.
"To me, that has made sense
from the very beginning,"
Wethington said.
But Rep. Freed Curd of Murray, who is chairman of the
House Education Committee, told
the AP that the report does
nothing to resolve the competition between the two universities
or calm the fears of area
residents.
"The holdup is no compromise
between the two presidents,"
Curd said, emphasizing that
Wethington's insistence that UK

"Should we pursue the regional
center concept, MSU should be
the leader and UK, U of L and
Southern Illinois University
should be involved," he said.
According to Associated Press
reports, UK President Charles
Wethington remained firm in his
belief that UK has a statewide
mission and it only makes sense • See Page 2

Coloring Memories
East Elementary students
remember their classmate
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
More than 50 pairs of tiny hands grasped crayons and began working on transferring memories
of a deceased classmate into drawings for her
family.
Many of the students used hearts and depictions
of playground scenes to communicate their ties to
Cassandra Kriegbaum, who was a fellow firstgrade student at East Elementary.
Cassandra, 6, died Monday after allegedly being
raped and murdered by her uncle, Bobby Joe
Kriegbaum.
Overall, the most striking feature of the drawings and messages was the emotion underlying the
not-so-perfect stick people and the painstakenly
written letters.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger t. Times photo

East Elementary guidance counselor Melisa Stark examines drawings made by classmates of Cassandra
Kriegbaum about their memories of her.

According to Melisa Stark, guidance counselor
at East, the activity was a way to assist the students in working through their grief.
"This gave the children a way to express themselves in a comfortable way," Stark said. "To me,
the pictures say it all."
Stark went into Mary Janice Cooper's classroom
Tuesday to speak with Cassandra's 24 classmates
and answer questions.
Because school had only been in session for

little more than two weeks, the children who knew'
her best were her kindergarten classmates, many
of whom are in Martha Leet's classroom this year.
Lect was Cassandra's kindergarten teacher.
Stark also spoke to those students.
"The focus we wanted was Cassandra dying,"
she said. "I think our parents have done a super
job at home if there have been any other questions
about her death."
Stark said she had calls from parents earlier this
week.
"We had several concerned parents who called
and asked how they could help," she said. "They
needed some reassurance on talking to their children about the situation." _
.
In order to further explain Cassandra's death to
the students, Stark wrote the word "memory" on
the chalkboard to begin the discussion.
"The first graders all knew the meaning," she
said. "If they wanted to, they told me about
memories of. Cassandra."
According to Stark, the students recalled days
on the playground when they played with Cassandra. Even at this young age, they were able to
remember special things about their friend.
• See Page 2

Boyfriend charged
in Benton baby's death
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — A state
social worker had made a -home
visit as part of a neglect investigation just four days before an
8-month-old child died of shaken
baby syndrome.
Christopher Smith, the
8-month-old, was unconscious
when he was taken to the
emergency room of Marshall
County Hospital on Aug. 31 and
was later transferred to Welborn
Baptist Hospital in Evansville,
Ind. He died Saturday from head
and spinal injuries caused by
"shaken 'baby trauma," according to a statement issued by the
coroner's office in Evansville.
Martin G. Burkeen, 26, the
live-in boyfriend of the baby's
mother, has been charged with
murder. On Wednesdiy, he
pleaded not guilty in Marshall
District Court and his bond was
set by Judge Dennis ,Foust at
$500,000 cash. He is in the Marshall County Jail.
The baby's mother. Tanjia

Smith, was under investigation
for two complaints of child
neglect, said Peggy Wallace,
commissioner of the Department
of Social Services. She said the
latest complaint was filed June 30
and was still active because
investigators "found evidence of
neglect."
Wallace said that Smith had
been cooperating with authorities
and that improvements had been
made in the home where two
male children, the 8-month-old
and a 3-year-old, lived. Wallace
said there had been no evidence
or complaints of child abuse.

neglect complaint was filed in
January or February, Wallacesaid. Instead, social workers were
counseling the family to improve
conditions and correct problems
that contributed to the neglect
complaint.
Wallace said regular visits
were made to the home to check
on the children. "The children
were cleadand healthy," Wallace
said of the Aug. 29 visit.
Wallace said the case will be
investigated by the Quality
Assurance Branch of the Cabinet
for Human Resources. She said
such an investigation is routine
when a child dies in a home that
has an active case of abuse or
neglect.
"There is no indication of
inappropriate action on the part
of the staff," Wallace said.
In a highly publicized case earlier this year, four Wayne County
social workers were acquitted of

Smith was not at home when
Burkeen is alleged to have shaken the baby.
Wallace said when a social services worker visited Smith's
home on Aug. 29, nothing unusual or any evidence to indicate the
child was in danger was found.
The children were not removed
from the home after the original • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & TImes photo

SPACES NEEDED: This faculty parking lot across from Wells Hall at Murray State University opened
this week. However, because the lot had been available for student parking, commuters have been forced
to park elsewhere on campus. The parking problem will be compounded Friday by the closure of the
gravel parking lot on Hamilton Avenue that will reopen in early December once it has been leveled and
paved. The university's board of regents is meeting Friday to consider acquiring property at 102 S. 15th
St. and 505 N. 16th St. for additional parking lots
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II Classmate...

Baby...
Thomas said no charges have
been filed against Smith but the
conspiracy to murder charges
case is still under investigation.
filed after a child died of abuse in
Thomas said Burkeen is the
a home the social workers were
father of the 3-year-old and
monitoring.
claims to be the father of ChristoThe older child, who was not
Burkeen told authorities two
pher. Smith and Burkeen are not
stories about Christopher Smith's injured, is in the custody of the
married, Thomas said. Court
injury. According to Thomas, he Department of Social Services.
records show that they had been
Marshall County Attorney Don
first said the baby was accidenon-again, off-again companions.
Marshall court records show
that Smith filed an abuse complaint against Burkeen in April
1994. He was Ordered to stay
away from her.
1
•
However, he was charged in
May 1994 .with violating the
\-card
order. He served time in jail for
contempt of court.
-.,•- -4-'(
'
In the petition for seeking proCreative Landscaping
tection, Smith said Burkeen
"picked me up and threw me on
the ground." She said she hit her
head.
'Corn Stalks 'Pumpkins 'Indian Corn
Smith also claimed "he tried
smother me twice with a pilto
Fall
•
Gift
'Straw
'Mums
Items
low and once with (his) hand."
The protective order expired
5. Thomas said he does not
May
Economy Package
, i.
know when Smith and Burkeen
resumed their relationship.
Burkeen is scheduled for a prehearing on Wednesday.
liminary
Deluxe Package...
tally struck in the head with a tqy
by the 3-year-old. He then
claimed that Christopher hit his
head when he fell down a step
while in a walker.
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Stark said one little boy
announced that Cassandra's favorite color was purple and encouraged his classmates to use their
purple crayons.
"I told them if they wanted to
say things with words, we (Stark
or the teacher) would write it
down and they could trace it,"
she said. "Most attempted to
write something."
Stark said the activity seemed
to help the students.
"The biggest impact came from
the children in Mrs. Leet's classroom because many of them had
spent all last year with her,"

Stark said. "Some of those girls
were her buddies. I want everyone to see what a sweet child she
was."
Dominating the drawings were
bright, bold colors — especially
purple. Flowers, smiley faces,
butterflies and bright yellow sunshines helped to convey how
these students remembered
Cassandra.
Noticeably absent was black,
the traditional color of mourning.
"She filled their lives with happy thoughts," Stark said. "They
aren't thinking about death, they
are thinking about their memories. These are 'feel good' colors
and the children picked up on
that. Love comes easy to these

children."
In addition to speaking to the
two first grade classes, Stark also
visited the classrooms of Cassandra's brothers, Michael and
Anthony Martin. Michael is in
third grade and Anthony is in
fourth grade at EasL
"The students in the older classes made cards for the boys,"
Stark said. "I explained to them
that Michael and Anthony would
need their friends when they
came back to school.
"The children really loved Cassandra," she said. "She was a •
pleasant child, fun to be with and
they all liked to play with her. I
guess you'd have to say she had
good little people skills."
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III Report...
FROM PAGE 1
be the lead institution is the
stumbling block.
The decision for settling the
issue will fall to the CHE, which
is to meet Oct. 9 to officially
receive the report. Executive
director Gary Cox told the AP
that he did not know if the council would make its decision then.
For more than two years, the
question of engineering education
has sparked a fiery debate
between Murray and Paducah.
Through the CUE, the legislature
and state media, the controversy
has spread throughout the
Commonwealth.
Paducah has raised more than
$8 million for a four-year engineering program to be offered at
PCC in conjunction with UK.
Billed by Paducah officials as
a "2+2" program, the community
there is seeking to offer two

with area employers indicated
years of study at PCC, one year
that
about 60 engineers per year
television
taught via interactive
would need to be hired in the regand one year taught at PCC by
ion during the next five years, the
resident faculty from UK.
consultant determined that half or
has
MSU, on the other hand,
more of this need can continue to
submitted a proposal involving
cooperation between MSU, U of be met by schools and programs
L and the community colleges in already in place.
Currently, only UK and U of L
Paducah, Henderson, Hopkinsvilare able to grant engineering
le and Madisonville.
MSU officials have argued that degrees.
Business leaders from other
Paducah's plan, which is being
areas
of the state that also are not
billed as an economic developadjacent
to the UK or U of L
ment issue, would duplicate
existing programs and would be a campuses report no significant
problem in recruiting and retain_waste of taxpayers' dollars.
-.Mg
engineering personnel.
In addition, as wpstern KenIn compiling the study, the
tucky's only regional university,
consultant sought to identify
Murray officials have argued that
needs 'using a combination of
MSU should meet the needs of
including employment,
data
all the communities in its service
enrollment and degrees, as well
area.
as conducting focus groups and
According to the findings in
approximately 40 personal interthe report, although interviews
views in the Purchase area.
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wood's tampering with evidence
in the case to the Justice Department. He said would land him in
jail if this were a criminal case
instead of an internal Senate
investigation.
"I think the evidence is compelling and it seems to me the
appropriate response would be
resignation," McConnell said. If
Packwood refuses to step down, a
vote to expel him could come as
early as next week.
"This is the atomic bomb"
we can do no more" against a
fellow senator, committee Vice
Chairman Richard Bryan said of
the recommendation to expel
Packwood, the Senate Finance
Committee chairman.
"This cannot be tolerated in
the United States Senate,"
echoed McConnell. He called the
expulsion recommendation severe
but justified — and strongly,
rejecting Packwood's assertion
that he was denied fair proceedings. "The committee has heard
enough. The Senate has heard
enough. The public has heard
enough. ... Now is the time for
justice to be done."
McConnell said the committee's evidence — more than
10,000 pages weighing more than
40 pounds — would be released
later today. If Packwood refused
Shell to resign, the committee vice

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Ethics Committee chairman today accused Sen. Bob
Packwood of "offensive, degrading" and illegal conduct and said
he should immediately resign or
face expulsion. Packwood said he
was assessing the chances of saving his seat.
In a blunt detailing of the
charges against Oregon Republican, Ethics Committee Chairman
Mitch McConnell accused Packwood of a pattern of aggressive
sexual misconduct and abuse of
his power. McConnell also said
the committee had referred Pack-
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Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said today he
expected Democrats to follow the
committee recommendation and
vote for expulsion. .He said the
process has been "an extraordinary education for the Senate. It
will be some time before you get
a case as egregious as this
again."
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But in later interview with The
Associated Press, Packwood was
less defiant, and said he wanted
to meet with Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole to get a sense
of whether he could win a floor
fight. He also discussed the prospect of life as an ex-senator.
"If I had my drothers, would I
like to stay here? Sure," Packwood said. But he also said, "I
realize that somehow you don't
wither, dry up, blow away if you
leave here."
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A defiant Packwood appeared
on the network talk shows this
morning to press his case. "I
don't think it's fair to me or anyone else to take away their lifetime job and say you're never
going to get a chance to face your
accusers, you'll never get a
chance to tell the public your side
of the story...." he said.
"I have no intention of resigning," he added.
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chairman, Democratic Sen.
Richard Bryan of Nevada, said he
hoped the Senate would vote next
week on the expulsion.
The detailing of the charges
came a day after a dramatic turnaround in the 33-month-old
scandal involving the veteran
lawmaker, voting 6-0 to recommend expulsion, the harshest penalty Congress can impose on one
of its own.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Budget struggle may
lead to stalemate
between factions
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — By now, the bluster and bravado have
drawn the lines for Congress and President Clinton: Before they're
finished struggling over the budget there's bound to be some sort
of shutdown in the government.
How much of it, how long and who, if anyone, really suffers are
answers to come in the next month or so. It's happened before,
when Republicans were in the White House and Democrats controlled Congress. Those shutdowns were partial, brief and pointless.
They didn't save money; they cost money.
And there is no evidence that the reversal in political power roles
would reverse the outcome. The pattern before was one of threats
followed by vetoes followed by closing of government functions
deemed nonessential, after which there were settlements based on
compromise.
In the current situation, the opening phase of the 1996 presidential campaign hardens both the rhetoric and the positions. Clinton is
running, Sen. Bob Dole is challenging, and Speaker Newt Gingrich
hasn't precluded a run, so the leaders who will decide what happens all have political points to score, and perhaps underscore.
As when Dole, the Senate majority leader, said Republicans will
fight, not settle. "This will not be an autumn of compromise," he
said, declaring that the Republicans will win revolutionary change
vote by vote, bill by bill.
They may also have to do it veto by veto, since at least six of the
13 bills that will appropriate funds to run the government in the
fiscal year beginning Oct. 1 are on the White House list to be
rejected unless they are changed to meet Clinton's objections.
And that phase comes only after Congress settles on final versions and sends them to the White House; only one is near that
point now.
Eleven appropriations bills have passed the House, seven the
Senate; one is about ready to go to the White House. Given that,
and the veto warnings, the chance that the government will be fully
financed by the end of the month is nonexistent. The way out is to
adopt a resolution that keeps finances going at prior levels, or at
some point acceptable to both political sides.
Republican leaders more probably would settle on an interim
measure with appropriations sharply cut, especially for programs
high on the Clinton agenda. That would invite a veto, and a shutdown for at least part of the government.
Continuing resolutions have financed at least part of the government in all but two of the past 15 years. Those stirred trouble too.
President Bush vetoed one in 1990 because he said Congress was
trying to spend too much money, and that led to a federal shutdown
that ran over a holiday weekend, closing national parks and monuments, but without a real impact on federal operations.
A compromise produced a settlement, and everybody went back
to work, with back pay for federal employees who had lost any.
Similar shutdowns occurred three times during the Reagan years,
none protracted, none saving money.
But to get there this time, there will have to be at least a measure
of accord between the Republicans, bent on sharp cuts in federal
social spending, and the White House, determined to protect those
programs, particularly in fields like education.
Clinton said he is sticking to his position, at the same time dismissing "some who say that there should be no compromise this
autumn," meaning Dole, as obstructionist.
"We can do all this in a balanced way,if we'll work for common
ground with common sense," he said during a campaign-style
swing in California.
Back at the White House, his spokesman said it's up to the
Republicans in Congress to decide which it will be, "whether or
not there is going to be a train wreck, a series of vetoes, a period of
uncertainty for the American people."
While the administration has been making well-advertised standby plans for a partial shutdown of government, Clinton said there's
no reason to have it happen. "There just needs to be ... a little
more common sense, a little more working together," he said
Wednesday.
Republicans counter that the outcome is up to Clinton. "I think
the key at this point is to get a clear signal as to what they expect
to do with the appropriations bills," said Sen. Mark Hatfield, ROre., chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee.
Actually, the signals are clear on both sides. Clear and conflicting. They will, in the end, have to be settled. And this phase of
budget maneuvering prefaces one in which the stakes, and risk, will
I*far greater. Unless Congress raises the $4.9 trillion federal debt
ceiling by mid-November, the government would run out of borrowing power and effectively go broke.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Remember her name
You study his face — trying to
find an answer.
It's the only answer that
counts, but it won't change
things. Nothing can, you know.
But still you keep going back
to his face again and again. His
face leaves a feeling of emptiness. Then anger replaces the
emptiness growing into a slow
burning rage.
Then you look at her face.
She's all 6 year old in the photograph. Coloring is serious business to someone her age — her
forever age.
A tongue stuck out at just the
right angle helps the concentration. She doesn't know her
tongue is out. The most important
thing at the moment is staying in
the lines.
Her innocence surrounds you.
It's almost cleansing like a confessional. You could be harsh
with her and feel that she would

Nothing else — as it should be
for a 6-year-old child at school.

SI 10R-!"TAKES

Wait a moment and feel everything — grief for a spirit you did
not know, horror at the crime
committed against her, anger and
revenge. And then feel her peace
settle on you.

Gina Hancock
Staff columnEst
not hold it against you later. Forgiveness is born in such
innocence.
There is still the photograph of
the man. A face that leaves us
with nothing.
There is no answer there.
Reconstructing the crime does
not bring peace. It just brings
more questions.
As the man begins his journey
through the legal system, we
know we will walk that walk as
well.
We will await the outcome still
left with the question.

The question of why. And until
the end of the legal process —
ultimately who.
Why is a hollow sounding
word when spoken aloud. It is
full of the emptiness that no
explanation can fill.
If you look back at the photo
of the child, a peace may come.
Her concentration in that moment
of her life when the camera shutter was released is total. At that
moment, it is her, the coloring
book and the crayon.

Let it wrap around you like a
raggedy old quilt.
But if you must remember a
face — remember hers.
She is the victim. She deserves
a place among our memories
even if it is a small place.
Her face is not alone. There are
thousands like her everywhere.
All they have are the lives they
are given. All we have are photographs to remember.
Remembering is the first gift
we can offer. Maybe that's the
first step in making a difference.
Remember her name — it's
Cassandra.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Independent, Ashland
A person can count on the fingers of one hand the number of
out-of-state students who have attended area elementary and sum.,
dary schools in recent years, and new tuition policies assure that
the status quo is unlikely to change. Good. Kentucky's public
schools shouldn't provide free educations to students from neighboring states.
This newspaper has applauded area school districts for ceasing to
charge tuition for out-of-district Kentucky students, but any freetuition policy must stop at the state line. Since the parents of outof-state students pay no local or state taxes to support Kentucky's
schools, it's reasonable to expect them to pay the entire cost of
educating their children in Kentucky.
Out-of-state tuition policies recently adopted by the Boyd and
Greenup county school boards are in response to a controversy concerning West Virginia residents who were allowed to attend Belfry
High School in Pike County free of charge. Pike County's school
district may be forced to repay almost $150,000 in state funds
improperly received for those out-of-state students.
The evidence suggests Belfry officials allowed the West Virginians to attend because the school's coaches coveted their athletic
skills. There is nothing to suggest any area schools have been
involved in such interstate recruiting. Nevertheless, area districts
are wise to have clear, written tuition policies governing nonKentucky students.
The State Journal, Frankfort
How we do love to throw our money away in Kentucky.
And we have so much of it to throw away.
That's especially true of post-secondary education, which has so
much surplus tax money to pay for universities, community colleges and vocational-technical schools that we can have duplicated
programs all over the place and no one seems to mind a bit.
Well, members of the General Assembly might mind. They could

get it into their hard heads some of the money used for all that
wasted duplication could be better spent elsewhere, say on elementary and secondary education programs.
And surely the taxpayers, who supply all that surplus money to
finance duplicated post-secondary education programs, might get a
bit testy at the idea that their hard-earned dollars are paying for
essentially the same program over and over again.
Of course, there really isn't a vast surplus of tax money available
to universities, community colleges and vocational-technical
schools. At least the people who run all those institutions insist
there isn't every time the legislature puts together a budget.
A study ordered by the 1994 General Assembly, however, found
duplication of programs rife within the post-secondary education
system. For example, the state's technical schools and community
colleges offer programs in 10 identical subjects. The technical
schools and seven full universities offer the same subjects in 18
areas. And in the areas of manufacturing robotics, architectural
drafting, preschool education, radiography and respiratory therapy,
the technical schools, the community colleges and one Or more universities offer identical programs.
The crowning irony — or outright idiocy — is that despite the
duplication, it is difficult and in some cases impossible for a student to transfer from one institution to another.
What we have in Kentucky is a lack of communication. Universities and community colleges are monitored by the Council on Higher Education. The vocational-technical schools are operated by the
Manpower Development Cabinet. So all these duplicated programs
just come about without thought or reason, and the taxpayers foot
the bill.
Legislators, who commissioned the study, should issue an edict
that they aren't going to finance anymore manufacturing robotics
programs here, there, anywhere someone wants one and the universities, community colleges and vocational-technical schools had
better get their acts together.
This kind of waste Kentucky cannot long afford.

Sex, lies and the conference
The Communist Chinese government has established its credentials
as among the leading practitioners
of deceitful behavior in the world.
Now, President Clinton seems to
have been infected with the same
virus as he preaches the liberal party
line about the U.N. Fourth World
Conference on Women, which begins Sept. 4 in Beijing.
From his vacation retreat in Jackson Hole, Wyo., the president dismissed as demagogues those who
have criticized the conference as
being anti-family and anti-female.
In his speech, the president said:
"All these issues seem to be torn like
Silly Putty into extremes, so now
there is this.huge effort in America
to try to convince the American
people that this conference is somehow anti-family, and that were
sending some sort of radical delegation there. Why? Not because it's
true,but because it favors the almost
addictive, almost narcotic drive
among some elements in our society
to take every single issue and use it
as a cause for division among our
people when we need to be united."
Why is unity to be only on
Clinton's terms, with those who
disagree with those terms labeled
divisive? This is the arrogance ofso
hiany liberals who believe they hold
the franchise on truth.
Like Jimmy Carter, who held a
White House conference on "families," this President is supporting a
delegatibn and'a conference _that
'belts to redefine "family" as we've
known it.

('AL'S TI IOUGI ITS

After reading the draft proposal,
the conservative Family Research
Council (FRC) summarized the
main points, which used the cover
of human rights for women to
advance a radical agenda.
The word "mother" has been
bracketed throughout -the entire
platform,notes FRC,so that it might
be changed to the word "caretaker."
"Family" has also been bracketed so
that "household" could be sustituted. Bracketed words and phrases
delegates could not agree in advance on the text.

Paragraph 198 of the platform
devalues the husband-wife relation-

ship by making it into a power
game: "Inequality in the public
arena can often start within the
family when power relations between men and women are unbalanced with discriminatory attitudes
and practicies within the fam'
The unequal division of labo
and responsibilities within households based on unequal power relations also limits women's potential."
So, marriage is no longer to be
considered a cooperative partnership, but a competitive entanglement in which rivials battle for
supremacy in the home. The words
"wife" and "husband" are omitted

Just drop us a line
Readers and middens are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on ow Vornm"page by writing letters to the editor. We print
lotus on a variety of'mica, provided they
y with tbe following
sideline all letters gaol be signed by the ter, with the writer's
address
telefbene number included in case verification is nncessmy
Nab= will not be published). Leon finer not be
me OM $00 nu* Letters Mould be typewritten and double-spaced
If pm* We Verve tbe right to condense or reject my letter and to
Lean Auld be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
k TIMM, 10.0..boa 1040, Murray. EY 4201: -

from the document.
The word "gender" is left open to
interpretation, with as many as five
under consideration, The idea that
there are only two -- male and
female -- is apparently pacce,said to
result from "socially constructed
roles which society assigns to men
and women."
The platform repeatedly states
that governments should "emphasize the role and responsibility of
adolescents in sexual and reproductive behavior through the provision
of appropriate services and counseling." It refuses to recognize parental
authority regarding their own children's reproductive health.
And, of course, the U.N. gathering will promote abortion and contraceptives as human rights on a par
with Harry Wu's freedom.
Does it sound as if the Beijing
women's conference is going to be
"true blue to families," as the President claims? Not to any families
most Americans live in or know.
This is the most radical attempt yet
to use the power of government to
enforce an outrageous social order
on a world that is already suffering
the consequences of a bogus and
wrong-headed philosophy planted
by the flower children of the 60's.
It's appropriate the gathering is
held in Beijing, where aging Chinese despots already believe and
practice some of the worst elements
of what the Western radicals want to
impose on the rest of uS.
•'r
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Harris Grove Club has
meeting at Lake Barkley
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club had a special luncheon
meeting at Lake Barkley Lodge
State Park.

We are pleased to
announce that Tonya
Simmons, bride-elect
of Brian Thompson,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Tonya and Brian
will be married Sept.
30, 1995.
•

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

I.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Agnes Watson presented a lesson on "Fat Replacers." She said
"with fat replacers, food manufactures can create food and
beverages that are lower in fat
and calories while maintaining
the desirable qualities of fat."
The newsletter on "Envirnoshopping" was given by Martha Wrablik. Obena Hale gave the
devotion on "Keep A Going."
Officers elected for 1995-96
club year are Quava Honchul,
president; Gene Wrather, vice
president; Margarert Taylor, secretary; Katherine Ray, treasurer;
and Obena Hale, cultural arts.
Others present at Lake Barkley
were Marie Hicks, Anna Lou
Jones, Elizabeth Parks, Margaret
Taylor, Lurline Wilkerson and
Gene Wrather.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 13, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center, Murray.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Fall Savings At

HOLLAND DRUG
*Scarecrow Pillows •Fall Flags &
Afghans
•Halloween Decor
*Scented Candles •Mats
'Frames
•Baskets
109 South 4th St.
Downtown Murray
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • 753-1462

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Open house at Literacy Project
Calloway County Adult Literacy Project will have an open house
on Friday, Sept. 8, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at its new location at 814
Poplar St., Murray. The public is invited to come by to meet the
staff and volunteer tutors. Refreshments will be served and a few
door prizes will be given. The new project is sponsored by the Kentucky Workforce Development Cabinet, the Department of Adult
Education and Literacy, and the West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative.

Quilt show scheduled Saturday
"Quilts, Then and Now II" Quilt Show will be Friday and Saturday, Sept. 8 and 9, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the University of Tennessee at Martin, University Center. This is sponsored by Tennessee
Volunteer Quiltists Guild, Martin, in conjunction with annual Tennessee Soybean Festival. The show will display quilts, wallhangings,
clothing, etc., and will feature a Viewer's Choice Ribbon each day, a
Merchants' Mall and demonstrations. Admission is $2. For information call 1-901-587-3523.

New Mt. Carmel plans homecoming
New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church will have its homecoming on
Sunday, Sept. 10. The Rev. Billy Gallimore will speak at 11 a.m.
service with a basket potluck meal at noon. A gospel singing featuring The King's Sons will follow the -meal. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts will be ,the evangelist for revival services at 7 p.m. from
,Sept. 13.
Monday, Sept. 11, through Wednesday,

Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester

Anniversary reception
to be at Poplar Spring

Greater Hope plans celebration

The Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester will be honored with a
reception in celebration of their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Sept. 10.
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Mrs. Winchester, the former Hilda Wyatt, is the daughter of the late
Aubrey and Annie Wyatt.
Rev. Winchester is the son of the late E.D. and Maude Winchester.
The Winchesters recently returned to Murray after serving as missionaries to Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, and St. Martin.
They have one daughter, Pam Winchester Vinson of Eddyville, and
two sons, the Rev. Randall Winchester and wife, Carolyn, and Mark
Winchester and wife, Tami, all of Murray. Their four grandchildren
are Steven Vinson, Chelcie Winchester, William Winchester and
Joseph Winchester.

Clark boy born Aug. 29
Every Friday Night!

SHRINER'S
BINGO
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
* $1000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
Jackpot Every Week
60%, 75% and 90%
(30 calls or less)
* Air Conditioned- Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers

P

UNBELIEVABLE!!!
Baguette Diamond Rings
1Carat TIV

Your Choice

$299
While They Last!
Gorgeous Baguette Diamonds With Your Choice of Colored Center Stone.
Hurry!Quantities are limited!

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Dixieland Center • Chestnut Street • Murray
759.1141 • flours 10-8 Monday•Friday
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Cain's Academy of
Gymnastics

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lee
Clark of 2106 Creekwood Dr.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Christopher Adam Clark, born on
Tuesday, Aug. 29, 1995, at 6:36
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The baby weighed eight
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20Y2 inches. The mother is the
former Stacy Lynne Parks.
Grandparents are Larry and
Joella Parks and John and Marie
Clark, all of Murray.

Hocking joins sorority
Allison Hocking, Murray, has
joined Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
at Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.

Hocking, 17, is a freshman at
Western. She is the daughter of
Phillip and Mary Hocking of
Murray.

Newborn admissions
Husher baby boy, mother, Penny,
Calvert City;
Miller baby girl, parents, Jen and
Troy, Murray.
Dismissals
Joe Randall Conger, Puryear,
Tenn.; Albert H. Boyd, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Clara Wolfe, Benton; Lindo
Riley, Farmington; Mrs. Hallie S. Murphy, Cadiz;
Mrs. Karen F. Rogers and baby girl,
Mrs. Patsy R. Humphreys, Mrs. Velma
M. Klunk,
Mrs. Anne W. Newberry, Paul N.

Fire District meeting Sunday
Calloway County Fire District No. 5 will meet Sunday, Sept. 10,
at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 6 fire station near Lynn Grove. The public is
invited to attend.

Promise Keepers event Saturday
Any men who have attended a Promise Keepers Conference or
any man who would like to know more about PK are invited to a
fellowship breakfast on Saturday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 a.m. at New Life
Christian Worship Center at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church, located of Martin Chapel Road, off Wiswell Road, Murray.
PK is a non-denominational Christian organization dedicated to
becoming better husbands or fathers and Godly men through a personal commitment to Jesus Christ. For more information call Mark
Welch at 753-1622 or David Frantz, 759-1749.

Oaks Couples will play bridge
Oaks Couples Bridge will be played at Oaks Country Club on
Saturday, Sept. 9, at 7:30 p.m. Those not already signed up and
wishing to play, may call Melva and A.R. Hatcher at 753-9517. All
members are invited to attend.

Wells family reunion Saturday
The annual Wells reunion will be Saturday, Sept. 9, at the Woodlands Pavilian at Kenlake State Resort Park. The event will begin at
8 a.m. A sandwich luncheon will be served. All family members and
friends are invited, according to Frank Wells.

McClure family reunion Saturday

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Sept. 5, have been released as
follows:

Greater Hope Baptist Church will celebrate Men's and Women's
Day on Sunday, Sept. 10, at 3 p.m. at Main Street Youth Center.
Guests will be the Rev. Charles Dunbar and members of Old Ship of
Horizon Church, Paducah. Dinner will be served at the Willis Center
as soon as the guests arrive.

Reed, Mrs. Gloria J. McCoy, and Miss
Darlene Yarbrough, all of Murray.
• • • •
Four newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration :at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Sept. 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Weaver baby girl, parents, Robert
and Lisa, Paris, Tenn.;
Wilford baby girl, mother, Chasaity,
Murray;
Lowrance baby boy, parents, Roy
and Lee Anne, Martin, Tenn.;
Spann baby girl, parents, Rick and
Lisa, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Beaulah L. O'Daniel and
Donald Smith, Benton; Lealand R.
Alton, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sheila McDaniel, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Miss Mary L. Bivens, Fulton;
Charles H. Wilson, Miss Dominique
McClain, Leon Winchester, Mrs. Maggie A. Pruitt, and Aubrey Willoughby,
all of Murray.

Expiration

Descendants of the late Eli McClure and Mary Jane Allbritten
McClure will have a reunion on Saturday, Sept. 9, at 5 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. All family members and friends are invited to
attend.

Romance writers will meet
An organizational luncheon meeting of people interested in writing romance fiction will be Saturday, Sept. 9, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Anyone interested in belonging to such a writing group is welcome.
Call Ellen Kelly at 1-502-488-3606 for more information.

Aurora yard sale. on Saturday
Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee will have its annual community wide yard sale on Saturday, Sept. 9. Businesses and families
along Highway 68 from Jonathan Creek to Eggner's Ferry Bridge
will participate. Hours will be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

LL Football Sign-up Thursday
Calloway County Little League Football Sign-up for fourth and
fifth grades will be Thursday, Sept. 7, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at
Little League building next to the we-school on Calloway County
High School campus. There will be a make-up session on Saturday,
Sept. 9, from 10 a.m. to noon. Cost will be $30 per player, according
to Bill Cowan, athletic director at CCHS.

William B. Amberg, Gilbertsville.

'
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Classes Start: Sept. 7th
Ask about our specials!

We are pleased to
announce that Tonya
Simmons, bride-elect
of Brian Thompson,
has selected her bedding and bath accessories through our bridal registry.
Tonya and Brian
will be married September 30, 1995.

(502) 759-4787

JCPenney

Formerly West KY Gymnastics
Classes Available:
Preschool
Girls Gymnastics
Boys Gymnastics
Cheerleading

Instructors:
Chris Cain
Marty McBride
Kim Savely
Nicole West

a

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Phoilimports
.4),

We are proud that

Elizabeth Marquardt
and Andrew Hicks
have chosen decorative accessories
from our bridal registry.
111 South 4th St * ,Murray, Ky • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square 6
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_ --Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Tyiesha Crouse,
of Glen
bride-elect
Cavalier', join our bridal
registry by choosing pottery
and decorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chest:hit St.
753-1851
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

Fall & Winter
Ladies' Shoes
Have Arrived!

GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, Sept. 9, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
•

•

•

New Shoes
By Charlie E. York
A new pair of shoes
Three sizes too big.
Yet day after day you
Put them on untied.
And you drag your feet
One after the other
As a ninety year old.
Yet you are young
The new soon wears off.
They look like they
Are very old.
One thing, if you do
Attain old age
You won't have to
Learn to shuffle.
You will have mastered
This skill years ago.
• • • •
My Hospital Gown
By Alpha Harlow
When I come to the hospital
I wear their gown.
I look in the mirror
Show a slight frown.
Then I look again
I have to laugh,
Cause I look like a clown
In my hospital gown.
They come in all sizes and colors,
Browns, grays, greens and blues.
You get one each morning
Fresh and new.
When I have visitors
I'm the talk of the town;
As they gaze at me,
In my hospital gown.
Most patients wear them,
They tied in the back
With a split up the middle,
If you're not careful
They show your bo diddle.
As patients exercise
Or walk down the aisle,
You can't help but smile
When the parade goes by
In their hospital gown.
Imagine what the doctors think,
As they make their morning rounds.
Oft times they see us at our worst,
With our teeth in a jar
Our unbrushed hair,
You're in the middle of a bath
You grab for your hospital gown.
Now some folks look like a queen
Or a king in anything they wear.
They lose their little gold crown,
When they don their hospital gown.
• • • •
The Hummingbird
By Linda Siebold
An iridescent jewel
on invisible wings
hovers among my flowers
and joy to my soul brings.
Beautiful as the blossoms,
he drinks their nectar sweet...
his bill thrust deep inside them.
Is gone with a quick wing-beat.
• • • •
My Rag Bag Brain
(Continued from last month)
By Marie Jarrett
My ministers and wives taught me
to love all humanity and return the
tithe.
My childless Aunt Pearl said
"Be the very best Mother you can.'
My friends who gathered round
enjoyed my triumphs and grieved
my losses
and thought no less of me.
So I suppose that one can detect
My rag bag brain is not my own
but a kaladiscope reflection
that I'm a part of all of you.
My rag bag brain is built
from wins and losses of games
from the enjoyment and pain of gain
Hopscotch, Horse Shoes and Tag
Roll the Hoop, Kick the Can, Hit the
Bag
Drop the Handkerchief, Flying
Dutchman,
Mother May I, Jump the Rope,
Crack the Whip,
Marbles, Andy, Annie Over, Skip,
Skip, Skip.
Inside Dominoes and Checkers
Catalogue cut-outs, paperdolls so
neat
Home made dollhouses with hand
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made furniture,
from snuff boxes, with red velvet
cushions
from my Christmas dress, and bows
for my tresses.
The games we played were to
improve
-eye, hand and body coordination
and were a joyful, sincere, celebration of life.
• • • •
A Friend
By Wilma J. Sanders
Aty countenance was gloomy
"Till a good friend came along
My friend helped lift my spirits
Turned my complaint into a song
Where tears of sorrow wet my face
Soon laughter made a crease
Self pity turned to thankfulness
It was such sweet release
Thank you Lord for such a friend
What can I do for You
The answer, pass the kindness on
That's all you have to do
For what you do for others now
I'll consider done for Me
Whether it's good, bad or indifferent
It will last through eternity.
• • • •
The Faucet
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Listen Mary, I implore,
Who's that knocking at our door?
Mary answered as before,
A drippy faucet, nothing more.
From my daily walk I found
My favorite chair and sat down.
Tap! Tap! came through the open
door.
A drippy faucet, nothing more.
I awoke from my daily nap
To hear that confounded tap! tap!
tap!
Coming through the kitchen door.
A drippy faucet, nothing more.
Mary had her nephew fix it.
She came to where she couldn't risk
it
Dripping on her kitchen floor.
A drippy faucet, nothing more.
Now I lay awake at night.
I can't sleep, it's too quiet.
I need to hear tap! tap! tap! as
before
From a drippy faucet, nothing more.

958, 159,5
Connie
•Naturalizer
•Citie Sidewalk

•Pierre Dumas
*Selby
•Joy

Factory Discount ,k NN
Shoes
Open Mon.-Sal. 9-6 (Fridays 'til 8)
Sunday's 1-6
100 S. 5th St,
753-9419

Tammi Carol Crouse
and Rodger Wayne Lofton
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Crouse-Lofton wedding
vows to be said Oct. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin H. Crouse of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tammi Carol Crouse, to
Rodger Wayne Lofton, son of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Lofton of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Brandon and of Mrs. Z.B. Crouse and the late Mr. Crouse, all of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lex Watkins and the. late Mr. and Mrs. Josh Lofton, all of Paducah.
Miss Crouse, a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a 1985 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in Business and an area in Accounting. She is employed
by Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Mr. Lofton is a 1973 graduate of Reidland High School. lie
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in 1976 and his law degree in 1979
from the University of Kentucky. He is self-employed as an attorney
in Paducah.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Oct. 28, 1995, at
6 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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New Fall Merchandise
Is Arriving Daily In The
Patio Shop.
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•Halloween Items
*Martha Stewart Books
*Fall Flags At Reduced Prices
*Layaways Available*

759-4512
Hwy. 94 East Murray
NEW HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-4, Sun. 1-5

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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'Brilliant" Round Solitaire
1/3 Carat
112 Carat
Stephanie Holland

Holland is
named by
publication
Stephanie Holland has been
honored for the unique distinction
of being included in Who's Who
Among American High School
Students for consecutive years.
Holland, 17, is a senior at Calloway County High School where
she is a member of FBLA,
DECA, Pep Club, and the Girls'
Varsity Basketball Team. '
She is the daughter of James
and Vickie Holland the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Workman and Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland.

We are pleased to
announce that Sheila
Paschall, bride-elect of
Mark Spindleman, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Sheila and Mark
will be married October 2, 1995.

WAL-MART

1/4 Carat $379

1,2 Carat $929
77t1s Month Only!

"Rachel"

$949

ref $1,499
$26 A Month

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

ENTIRE STOCK

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE

Solitaires, Bridal Sets,
Anniversary & Weddiv Bands
on SALE This Month"Only!
One Carat *
Your Choice

$399
Your Choice

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

$99
is Month
Only!

HeartPanda Coin
Replica Ring

Ladies Diamond Horseshoe
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Designer Cluster

Layaway
or Christmas!

Diamond
Tennis Bracelets

Charge It!
with M.
Interest**

JEWELERS
Chailnut Huts Shopping Center

753-4703

$379
$759

"Marquise" Solitaire.

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Cornelfoon

JCPenney
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We are pleased to
announce that Wendy
Smotherman, brideelect of Scott Cain,
has selected her bedding and bath adcessories through our bridal registry.
Wendy and Scott
will be married October 14, 1995.
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310 South 4th St.
Murrayo Ky.

753-7695
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Titmice are highly intelltgent birds. In the 1700s
French kings kept them in cages and trained them to
do tricks.

,

CRAZY DAYS

By
Rainey Apperson

(Just In Time For School)
• Full Set Acrylic Nails - $20.00
• Gel Capping (for natural nails) - $15.00
• Hot Wax Manicure - $11.00
Revive your sun exposed skin with Repechage

4 Layer Facial '35.00

Av.ulable• Monday thru Saturday

11.11/

Fringe (Benefits
1_ di 1., '111',)r th
604
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Broad Ext. • Murray • 759-1874

End of Summer
Sale
30 to 50% Off
All In-Stock Items
Starts Friday,
10:00 a.m.

3Se/eat/ow
Dixieland Center
753-8808

"Full Line Music Store

Music Enriches Life!
"For their sake, say YES when they ask
to play in the band"
You Get More When You Rent From
KeyNote Music Inc.
Lease • Purchase
Plan Available for Beginner
and Professional Band Instrument
443-4353
607 Broadway
Paducah, KY

365-3558
118 E. Main
Princeton, KY

First Christian Church of Murray is excited these days with the
arrival of the new minister and
his family. The Rev. William
Horner, his wife, Vicki, and their
two daughters, Lindsey, 14, and
Courtney, 15, students at Murray
High School, are settled in Murray now, over on Oakdale Drive.
When Bill left First Christian
Church of Shelbyville, Ind., he
put an end to 38 years of Horner
family involvement dating back
to his father's arrival as minister
at the church. As you can see Bill
comes from a line of ministers,
which include some uncles, cousins and nephews.
Bill and Vicki grew up in Shelbyville, but Bill went to college
at Milligan College in Tennessee
and Vicki went to Indiana University at Bloomington.
In Rev. Bill's own words, "it
was time to see something else."
When First Christian Church in
Shelbyville had an opening for an
associate pastor in 1987, the
church called Bill. Then when his
father retired, it was a given, the
church turned to Bill as minister.
Working with his father helped
him become a better minister,
Horner said.
"My father taught me how to
develop friendships," he said.
That's the key to ministry. You
ne,ecl to be friends with people
before you can minister to them.
"Friendship is that by which
the world is most blessed and
receives most good," written by
Jeremy Taylor.
Murray and First Christian
Church are opening their arms to
this young family.
• • • •

of Murray

Fantastic Savings
On All
Hanes Hosiery

Homemakers club meets at museum
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club held a special meeting at the National Boy Scout
Museum, Murray.
Linda Workman, president,
presided with Clovis Brown giving the devotion from Matthew
28. "Fat Replacers" was the lesson for the month.

25%
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ELIZABETH ARDEN
Cosmetics & Fragrances:
Red Door
Sunflowers
Blue Grass

DAR Chapter photos

CALENDAR
Thursday, Sept. 7
Calloway County Little League Football sign-up for 4th and 5th
grades/5:30-6:30 p.m./Little League
building nexst to pre-school on CCHS
campus.
Murray Middle School Back-toSchool Night/6:30 p.m./auditorium.
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO/7 p.m./school.
Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making Council work
session/6:30 p.m./school library.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./Board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Stone's Country Story
at Kirksey/12:30-3 p.m.

WAL-MART
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30, Fri, 9:30-8:30, Sat. 9:30-5:00,

•••••• # .......•••••••••111111..m.

•

Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution will meet Saturday, Sept 9, at
the home of Sally Livesay with Pat Gregory as cohostess. Virginia Alexander of Cadiz will speak on "The
Constitution." Pictured at right are Verona Grogan, left, regent, and Mary Sue Hubbard, vice regent. Other
new officers are Martha Burke, second vice regent, Virgil Grogan, treasurer, Helen Wilcox, recording secretary, Fransuelle Cole, corresponding secretary, Pauline Parker, historian, Dorothy Byrn, registrar, and Patricia
Clark, librarian. Pictured at left are Loree Doyle and Sally Livesay, longtime DAR members.

We are pleased to
announce that Wendy
Smotherman, brideelect ofScott Cain, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Wendy and Scott
will be married October 14, 1995.
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Officers elected for 1995-96
were Linda Workman, president;
Clarkie Butterworth, vice president; Donna Jackson, secretarytreasurer.

After refreshments were served
by luta Hutson and Twila Coleman, hostesses, Mrs. Hutson led
the group on a tour of the
museum, where she is one of the
volunteers.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 13, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Imogene Paschall.
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A collection was taken to
purchase personal items for the
Family Resource Center.

DAR Chapter will meet here Saturday

z

,

Janice Canter shows two of the most popular designs used in making
painted floor cloths. She will demonstrate the craft at the Calloway
County Public Library on Saturday, Sept. 9, at 10 a.m. Calloway County
Homemakers and Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club are cosponsors for the event and invite the public to attend.

The More The Years

The more the years the more
we all remember our
yesterdays:
the things that used to be;
Summertime seems fairer in
December,
and roses fade, but not from
memory.
Youth has so much,
and thinks how empty age is,
with only dreams of things so
long ago;
But we who sit and turn life's
lovely pages,

gulqHT'S
THE ULTIMATE IN SILKINESS

What joy we Know!
The more the years the more
our sorrows soften;
the more the years the more
they turn to gold;
Yes, life's a tale, though told
however, often,
that fairer grows with every
time it's told.
Youth has today, and youth is
young and clever;
age only yesterdays of smiles
and tears;
and yet the past grows lovelier
forever,
the more the years.

Sun. 14

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Thursday, Sept. 7
Thursday, Sept. 7
Club/6
Civitan
Murray
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
p.m./Christopher's.
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway County
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Public Library.
Stockade.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30 Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayInfo/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Calloway County Hospital.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts CenPrayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
ter, Murray State/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Street Youth Center.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
from Players Riverboat Casino, MetroPrayer/5:15 p.m.
polis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
First Christian Church Singles StudyFriday, Sept. 8
Support Group/7 p.m.
Calloway County Adult Literacy ProFirst Baptist Church Mothers' Day
ject open house at 814 Poplar St.,
Out/3 p.m.; WMU Convention General
Murray/9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Chairmen w/Dee Gilliland, Room 301
Calloway County High School Lakers
at 7 p.m.
. host football game with
Murray TOPS #469/weigh-Fri/6
Hopkinsville/7:30 p.m./Jack Rose Stap.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of c_allodium, Calloway County High School.
way County Public Library.
Murray High School Tigers play football game at Fulton County High
School.
Laryngectome• Support Group/2
p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf played/8:30
a.m./Sullivan4s Par 3 Golf Course.
First Baptist Church 'Big" birthday
party for preschoolers and
children/6:30-8 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
MSU Faculty Club reception for all
current and retired faculty and professional staff/4-6 p.m./club house
Info/762-3831.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Infof762-3383.
Murray
LBL events include Native American
Folklore/7-9 p.m /Nature Station; AMALBL 200 Tour/8 a.m./Fenton Special
Events Area. Info/1-502924-5602.

We are pleased to
announce that Kathy
Tibbotts, bride-elect of
Mark Watkins, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridall
registry.
Kathy and Mark will
be married October 17,
1995.
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WHIM.

LAKER
0'11111111

CALL #1

cClard's
753-9132

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Principal Broker
Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

Get Your

MONEY'S WORTH
•

Large Selection of
Good - Dependable
Used Cars & Trucks
Cost: $6,000 or Below
Financing Available
Take It Home Tonight

-Self Service -Full Service
-Major Brand OHS

Williams Used Cars

Otpo Card, lAapr Credd Cards & Amencan Express Apr-spied
'Ouahty Service at Competitive Prices'

South 12th • Moray • Monk Stallons, Mgr. • 753-1615
Dry Cleaners are not
just for your
parents

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 67
years.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Alberto Villanueva (42) breaks free from the East Prairie, Mo., defense for a big gain on a punt
return last week.

Calloway County (2-0)

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

753-5273

60
Prom Dresses
50
School Jackets
40
Alterations
30
Chearleader Uniforms
20
Band Uniforms
10
Homecoming
Make a Touch Down
Come See Us

VS.

753-9525
Central Shopping
Center
Mon.-Fri. C30-6:00
Sat. 7:30-Noon

Hopkinsville (2-0)
Sept. 8, 1995— 7:30 p.m.
Jack D. Rose Stadium

LMJNDRY

BOONI,Lakers face huge test
CLEANERS

605 Main • Murray • '753-2552

Good Luck
Lakers!
COmpliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

DOD
PLUMBING
Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.,
Frl. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY

in No.3 Hopkinsville
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
A year ago, Calloway County pulled off one of the
biggest upsets ever in defeating then-No. 8
Hopkinsville.
This season, the challenge is even greater.
Hoptown is No. 3 in this week's state rankings, and
has totaled more than 80 points in handling Christian
County and Madisonville-North Hopkins.
Throw in Miguel Merritt, who is listed as one of the
top 100 running backs in the nation, and a ton of
speed all over the field, and it's easy to see what a
daunting task the Lakers face in the district battle Friday night at Jack Rose Stadium.
"Hopkinsville has really played two outstanding
games," Calloway coach Billy Mitchell said. "Last
week against Madisonville they got behind 13-0, but it
didn't bother them and they cattle back and won
41-19.
"They're mixing in the run more than the pass now
because they have three outstanding backs," Mitchell
added. "They've got an experienced senior club, and
they've got a junior quarterback who's started since he
was a freshman. So they should be the number three
team in the state."
Along with Merritt, who Mitchell said owns 4.5-4.6
speed in the 40, the Tigers also have a 6-7 wideout
and enough team speed to spread a defense out razorthin.
"They put their receivers out wide and they can go
deep to them, but now they've got the run and they go
with it a lot more," Mitchell said. "It's a guessing
game because if you widen up your defense to cover
the passing lanes, they'll hit you with the run."
Mitchell said the lack of a consistent running game
was one of the reasons Calloway was able to pull off
the upset last season.

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
sees Bank of Hazer
Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

492-8136

New Owners: John & Dinah Mattson
and a New Look...
But The Same Good Home
Cookin' and Convenient Hours.

"They didn't have No. 10 (Merritt) last year and
after we got the lead on them, they tried to play catchup and felt like they had to throw the ball," he said.
"They got away from their running game.
"That win was one of the best since I've been here,
and we've got to have the same type of effort this time
if we hope to win again," Mitchell added. "I think our
players will respond."
Calloway, also 2-0, has won behind the passing of
Sam Arnett (438 yards in two games) and an everimproving running game with Jason Eaves, Alberto
Villanueva and Chris Owen, Mitchell said. Another
positive has been in the turnover ratio, where Calloway owns a plus-6 advantage.
"We've been very fortunate in turnovers," Mitchell
said. "That's the sign of a good team because you
can't keep giving somebody like Hopkinsville good
field position all night."
Besides turnovers, Mitchell said the kicking game
will be crucial in determining field position Friday.
"Punts, returns, coverages and the types of kicks
will all be important and will tell who will win the
game," the coach said. "It will be who keeps moving
the chains on their offensive possessions, and whoever
keeps the ball away from the other team more will
win.
"Both teams will want to eat up the clock because
both offenses are wide open and both have good running and passing games," ,Mitchell added.
Friday's game is the first of three consecutive district games, as battles with Lone Oak and Union
County follow.
"We're at a point now where we've got our players
up and we've got to keep winning for the players to
keep a positive attitude," he added. "It puts a lot of
pressure on our sophomores and juniors, but we've got
to get cranked up in the district, and this is a big,
important game."

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

Woodmen s commitment to its
members has led to a century-old
business strategy of financial strength
and stability. To find out more about
litOodmen insurance. contact:

James R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-8113

Woodmen
of the World
Life insurance Society
nose Onkel Osaka Seaton.

•

Eva's Country
Kitchen
Tuesday-Saturday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m4-.3 p.m.

MOVIE WORLD

SUPERSTORE

Summer Special
EVERYDAY
All Movies

Keep for 2 days
•
753-7670
626 Control
Shopping
Contet

0
1 4 Open:

saias a Rentals

VIDEO SUPER STORE

7 Days
10 ma
-11 pas

Make The
Winning
Choice...

Tuesday Night Prime Rib Special
5-8 p.m.

$8.99

Sunday Lunch Buffet

$5.95
Owners: Eva Housdon and Shane Andrus
Coldwater Rd.. 750-3136

MYERS

C umber Co.

...For AN YourHomoImprovomont?floods

500 S. 4th St.•753-8450
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STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Ripken passes Gehrig
as baseball's Iron Man

Nutt toys
with press,
new stars
at Western
Houston Nutt has been feeding the media for three seasons
at his weekly press luncheons.
This year, however, it seems as
if the Racer football coach is
feeding area writers something
other than sandiches and pizza.
If the Murray State football
team brought back the "Red
Belt" from Bowling Green, the
media brought back the cat that
finally ran (or threw) its way
out of the proverbial bag.
According to Nutt, quarterback Mike Cherry was going
bring a lot of leadership to the
quarterback position, never
mentioning that the strongarmed Arkansas transfer had
pin-point accuracy and a coachlike grasp of the offense.
And Derrick Cullors? His
poor mother, if she subscribed
to any local papers, would have
to wonder if her son even made
the team.
One can't fault Nutt for not
wanting to warn Western of the
impending arrival of his two
newest stars or placing too
much pressure on the two Division I transfers, but now the
secrets out for all to enjoy.
Cullors, a senior transfer
from Texas Christian, rushed
- for a dazzling 160 yards on 20
carries, scoring one touchdown
rushing and one receiving (his
first play as a Racer). In fact,
Cullors' 160 yards tied for the
16th-best single game rushing
performance in school history.
And the numbers look even
more impressive when multiplied by the rest of the Racers'
1995 schedule.
Should Cullors continue at
his 160-yards per game pace,
he'd rack up 1,761 yards on the
seasqn, which would break Don
Clayton's single-season mark of
1,403 (set in 1973) by 358
yards.
If Cullors can average two
touchdowns per game the rest
of the season, his 22 touchdowns would break Billy Hess'
1968 single-season record of
13. And, he'd join Bill Bird as
the No. 2 all-time touchdown
scorer in school history.
Finally, should Cullors finish
with 1,761 yards, he'd become
the Racers' No. 9 all-time
rusher despite playing just one
season.
Cherry may crack the record
book if he continues to go
15-of-23 for 223 yards and
three touchdowns, as he did last
Thursday.
Throwing for 223 yards over
the next 10 games would lift
Cherry to No. 2 behind Michael
Proctor's 2,812 yards (1989) on
the single-season list.- Thirty
more touchdowns would break
Larry Tillman's single-season
record of 25 set in 1968.
These numbers are all speculation at this point, but it's been
so long since Racer fans have
had athletes of this caliber at
tailback and quarterback that
• See Page 9

Ripken homers,
takes victory run
on historic night
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer

Associated Press file photo

Cal Ripken Jr., shown working out In spring training a few years ago,
ended his 13-year pursuit of Lou Gehrig's consecutive games streak
Wednesday night in Baltimore.

Baltimore fans take a stand for Cal
By SHAWN DONNAN
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — They
cheered loud and long.
For more than 22 minutes,
more than 46,000 fans stood on
their feet and recognized Cal
Ripken Jr., baseball's most selfeffacing hero, as he added the
title of Iron Man to his resume on
a night when the score was just
something destined to become a
trivia answer.
When it was official that Ripken had passed Lou Gehrig, the

said. "I'm very proud, being a
Baltimorean, and Cal being a
homegrown Marylander."
Despite Ripken's humble manner, Wednesday's game was pure
glitz.
Long before the Orioles or the
California Angels had taken the
field, fans were bombarded with
inspiring music and film clips
that continued after each halfinning.
In the stands sat sports stars
ranging from Joe DiMaggio, who
played with Gehrig, to tennis star

Pam Shriver, a part owner of the London, a 47-year-old fan trying
Orioles, to Hollywood stars Tom to find a ticket, said even before
Selleck and Corbin Bemsen.
the _game had started. "The
When the game became offiAmerican people are in love with
cial in the fifth inning, fireworks a guy who gets up and goes to
exploded, orange and black bal- work every day." _
loons were sent skyward, and
That love was almost continusilver streamers drifted into right ously on show as the kid from
rural Aberdeen entered the record
field.
But even without all the glitz books.
and glamour it was very clear
When Ripken's children threw
from early on that Wednesday's,, out the ceremonial first pitch, the
game was more than a game.
crowd laughed and smiled along
"This is history. You'll never
see this happen ever again," Pete • See Page 9

Agassi, Sampras
remain in hunt
for men's crown
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — It took
11 days and 246 matches for the
U.S. Open to wind up where
everyone figured it would.
Oh, there were a few surprises
— very few — and a couple of
upsets along the way, to be sure.
But the pretenders have gone
home or are playing doubles
while the expected contenders vie
for the titles.
Andre Agassi and Pete Sampras — Nos. 1 and 2 — are still
in the hunt for the men's singles
title, while the women's top two
seeds — Steffi Graf and Monica
Seles — are on track to battle in
Saturday's women's title match.
They aren't there quite yet,
however, and there are others

Ross Ronnis
Insura
nce Agency
Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
600 Main St.
753-0489

•••-•••••

who could wind up playing for
the big checks at the National
Tennis Center.
The women's semifinals on
Friday will pit Graf against ninthseeded Gabriela Sabatini and
Seles will take on No.4 Conchita
Martinez.

No. 5 Jana Novotna 7-6 (7-5),
6-2 and Martinez eliminated bigserving Brenda Schultz-McCarthy
3-6, 7-6 (7-3), 6-2.
Agassi was supposed to breeze
into the semifinals. Korda,
though, had other ideas.

The matchups for the men's
semis will be completed today
when Sampras takes on unseeded
Byron Black of Zimbabwe and
fifth-seeded Michael Chang plays
No. 14 Jim Courier.
On Wednesday, both Agassi
and No. 4 Boris Becker struggled
to four-set victories to grab semifinals berths.

After dropping the first two
sets, Korda zipped through the
third set in 28 minutes, breaking
Agassi twice and dominating
their laser-sharp baseline rallies.
We then took a 4-1 lead in the
fourth set when Agassi doublefaulted on break point in the fifth
game.

Becker needed 4 hours, 1
minute — the longest match of
the tournament — to outlast Patrick McEnroe 6-4, 7-6 (7-2), 6-7
(7-3), 7-6 (8-6) before Agassi
topped Petr Korda 6-4, 6-2, 1-6,
7-5.
In the women's quarterfinals,
Seles, going for her third consecutive U.S. Open title, defeated

PAINTLESS Dent Removal
Auto Body Concepts
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Men's top seed Andre Agassi
best Pitt Korda Wednesday
night to advance at the U.S.
Open,
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"He got the break early in the
third and that got his game
going," Agassi said. "The next
thing you know you're in a dogfight. I just didn't adjust to that
level of competition."

HAIL DAMAGE
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Top seeds advance in Open

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance
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Iron Horse, and his 2,131st consecutive game was in the books,
the sellout crowd at Camden
Yards stood and roared.
For 22 minutes, 15 seconds
they didn't sit, their unrelenting
cheers finally convincing Ripken
to take a lap around the warning
track and shake hands and slap
high fives with elated fans as he
passed them.
It was enough to make Marlene
Rodman teary as she sat in her
left field seat.
"It's very emotional," she

U.S. OPEN

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

•

BALTIMORE (AP) — Lou
Gehrig's seemingly unbreakable
record didn't even make it out of
the century. Cal Ripken is now
baseball's lion Man, and once
again the men who play the game
say the feat will never be
equalled.
- Ripken played in his 2,131st
consecutive game Wednesday
night, and there's no sign that the
amazing streak will end any time
soon. Somehow, some way, the
seemingly invincible shortstop
has gone more than 13 seasons
without suffering an injury serious enough to put him on the
Baltimore Orioles' bench.
It was business as usual Wednesday. Ripken went 2-for-4 with
a homer and played flawlessly in
the field as the Orioles beat the
California Angels 4-2.

It takes more than simply did, game after game after game.
avoiding injuries to compile such
"It's untouchable. I don't
a streak. In Ripken's case, he's think there's anyone who has the
been lucky and good.
gall to approach a record like
"The players are more into the this," Baltimore outfielder _Jefstreak than the fans are, because frey Hammonds said. "This is
we know what it takes to put it Cal Ripken's record, and it will
together," Baltimore third base- always be Cal Ripken's record."
man Jeff Manto said. "Sure,
Haven't we heard this before?
staying healthy is part of it. But That's what they were saying in
the most incredible part was that 1939, when Gehrig pulled himhe was good enough to play self from the New York Yankees'
every day. For the past 2,131 lineup after a stretch of ineffecgames, the lineup has been better tive performances at the plate.
with Cal Ripken in it."
Gehrig held the record for 56
Ripken has gone through sev- years. Then along came Ripken,
eral batting slumps during the who figured as long as he was
streak. He tried several different coming to the ballpark, he might
stances in 1992, few of which as well play. He's carried that
worked. But manager Johnny philosophy with him for 2,131
Oates kept Ripken in• the lineup games, and now he's the proud
anyway, in part because he still owner of one heck of a streak.
was a threat at the plate and
"It will never be broken,"
because he was the best infielder California outfielder Tim Salmon
on the team.
said. "1 still can't believe that's
"Cal never took the easy way Ripken out there every day,
out. If he had a slump, he played because there are so many things
through it. If he was hurt, he that can happen in the course of a
played through it," teammate season."
Rafael Palmeiro said.
Baltimore rookie Mark Smith
Through it all, Ripken showed
up ready to play. And play he • See Page 9
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•Ripken...

Sports Briefs

Sponsored By:

endeared him to his peers.
"The record which has been
missed a few games last week
broken today speaks volumes
after he got his finger cut in a
about a man who never unduly
hotel air conditioner. A few days
focused on this achievement, but
before that, Orioles outfielder
accomplished it through years of
Curtis Goodwin split open his
energy, incredible inner resources
finger trying to lay down a bunt. and an unflagging passion for the
Anything can happen. Ripken
sport," teammate Brady Anderhas had his share of aches and
son told the crowd.
pains, but nothing has been
Ripken received more than a
severe enough to cause him to
dozen standing ovations during
approach his manager and ask for
the game, the longest after 4V2
a day off.
innings when the contest became
"To play with Cal and know
official at 9:20 p.m. EDT. Base.him, you can see that he is not of ball's new Iron Man was given a
the norm. He's not a normal perrousing tribute for 22 minutes, 15
son, physically and mentally," seconds while fireworks exploded
Rene Gonzales, a former team- and the players joined in the
mate who now plays with the applause as the numbers on the
Angels. "He does everything
B&O Warehouse outside the stahe's supposed to, every single dium dropped to 2-1-3-1.
day."
Ripken pulled off his jersey
Gehrig will still always be and gave it to his 2-year-old son.
known as the Iron Horse. Ripken Ripken, who claims to be a father
has no nickname, but his name first and a ballplayer second,
has become synonymous with wore a shirt underneath that read,
persistence, integrity and "2130+ Hugs And Kisses For
Daddy."
consistency.
Ripken acknowledged the ova"Tonight I stand here overwhelmed, as my name is linked
tion with several curtain calls.
with the great and courageous
Then teammates Rafael Palmeiro
Lou Gehrig," Ripken said during
and Bobby Bonilla yanked him
the post-game celebration. "I'm
out of the dugout and Ripken
truly humbled to have our names
took an impromptu lap around
spoken in the same breath.
the field, slapping high-fives with
"Some may think our strongest fans and players along the way.
connection is because we have
"It was more intimate. You
played many consecutive games. Stand in the middle of a stadium
Yet I believe in my heart that our and you feel isolated and alone,"
true link is a common motivation
he said. "When you run around
— a love of the game of baseball, the fence, you can look at peoa passion for our team and a
ple's faces and shake hands."
desire to compete on the very
It was the celebration of an
highest level."
event that won't happen again
It is that philosophy that has any time soon, if ever.

FROM PAGE 8
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Hut Dennis, age 73, recorded his first-ever hole-In-one recently at
Sullivan's Par 3 Senior Outing, using a 7-Iron on the 135-yard first
hole. Dennis has been playing for 47 years. His playing partners
were Jim Sloan and Charlie Maxwell. Lynn Sullivan (left) presents
Dennis with $100 and a trophy for his accomplishment.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

- Calloway bombs Caldwell Co. 42-0
PRINCETON — Ben Arnett scored four touchdowns Tuesday to
lead Calloway County Middle School to a 42-0 win over Caldwell
County in the season opener.
Arnett scored on runs of 18, 15 and 60 yards in addition to an
80-yard interception return. Calloway led 22-0 at halftime..
In the second half, Calloway got a 6-yard touchdown run from
Jason Hargrove and a four-yard run by Michael Potter. Scott Lowe,
Hargrove and Tony Ryan all added two-point conversions. Calloway coach James Pigg credited offensive lineipen Matt Galloway
and Josh Burchett with strong performances.

PRO FOOTBALL

Seahawks' Blades charged in shooting
MIAMI(AP) — Seattle Seahawks receiver Brian Blades was formally charged with manslaughter by state prosecutors in the shooting death of his cousin.
The 29-year-old former University of Miami player had been
charged by police with the death of Charles Blades, 34, fatally shot
in the head with Brian's .38-caliber semiautomatic handgun at the
player's home in Plantation July 5.
After further investigation by the Broward County state attorney's office and police, a formal charge of manslaughter with a
firearm was filed.
Blades, free on $10,000 bond, planned to file a written plea of
not guilty within two days.
A conviction on the manslaughter charge carries a maximum
30-year prison sentence. But under sentencing guidelines, Blades
would probably face 7-9 years.

IN Nutt...

•Fans...

SUBSCRIBE

FROM PAGE 8
speculation in the present can
finally replace dreaming of the
glory days.
• • • •
Anybody that has watched a
Racer scrimmage or practice
wasn't overly surprised about
the coming out party thrown in
Bowling Green for Cullors and
Cherry.
However, the performance of
the Racers' inexperienced
offensive line was a bit unexpected. Even to them.
"It was a little bit of a
shock," senior guard Mike
Ruppe said of the unit's solid
performance. "We went against
our own defensive line all summer and they're so big and
quick that when we went to
Western it was a little bit of a
surprise."
Nutt was encouraged by the
line's performance in its first
test of the season.
"I was really concerned about
our offensive line at first, playing together," the coach
explained. "There's a lot we've
got to get corrected, but I tell
you, as far as putting drives
back-to-back, we didn't get
sloppy."
• • • •
Last Thursday, Nuu looked
like an 8-year-old kid on
Christmas morning playing with
all his new toys. Or, perhaps a
general throwing all of his weapons at an enemy.
Due to a lack of big-time
playmakers in his first two seasons, Nutt resorted to trickery
to move the football on offense.
But, on Thursday the third-year
coach didn't need a double pass
or flee flicker to put up 35
points on a respectable defense.
With a quarterback, running
backs, receivers and an ttiverimproving offensive line, uU
can now unleash his offense he
way its meant to be unleashed.
"I still believe you have to
run the football; I think now we
can run it," he said. "I think
you've got to be able to pass or
they'll gang up on you and we
can do that, too."
All that's left is winning
games..

-401.
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FROM PAGE 8
with the proud father. When he
hit a solo homer in the fourth,
they stood and roared. And when
it was all over, they stood and
cheered and grinned as the AllStar shortstop was honored by
teammates new and old.
They listened respectfully
when teammate Brady Anderson
spoke during the post-game
ceremony.
"Cal, you have inspired many
teammates; you have delighted
millions of fans; you have given
the nation uncountable memories.
Your pride in and love for the
game are at a level few others
will reach," Anderson told
Ripken.
And again the crowd hushed

when Joe DiMaggio, a star from
another time, stepped to the
microphone.
"There's a beautiful monument to Lou Gehrig at Yankee
Stadium that says 'A man, a
gentleman, and a great ball player
whose amazing record of 2,130
games should stand for all time,"
DiMaggio -told Ripken.
"Well, that goes to prove even
the greatest records are made to
be broken, and wherever my former teammate, Lou Gehrig, is
today, I'm sure he's tipping his
cap to you, Cal Ripken," DiMaggio said.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your family insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
,,,,, 1•11•1

753-9627
a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insuranc• Companies
Horns Officos: Bloomington, Illinois
Like
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MAJOR LEAGUES

National Lawsuit
East Division
W
I Pet. GB
Atlanta
77 44
$34 —
Ptli taSsyhta
62 61
504 16
Montreal
454 ISA
59 63
Flonba
55 64
462 21
Now York
53 61
438 24
Casual Oilootem
W
L Pet. 00
City nnal
75 46
620 —
Houston
62 60
508 13'4
Chicago
61
60
504 14
Pittsburgh
51
70
421 24
Si Louis
50 72
410 25'4
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Colorado
63 58
525 —
Los Angels*
64 59
520 —
San Dino
60 61
496 34
San Francisco
58 64
475 5'A
Wednimday's Games
Atlanta 6. St Lotus
Colorado 10. Chcago 4
San Diego 6, New Yoe 5
Flonda 2, Pittsburgh 1
Cinonnan 7, Houston 3
Philadelphia 1, Los Angeles 0
Montreal 5, San Franosco 2
Thuroday's Games
Atlanta at Florida. comp or wet) game, 506
m
Atlanta *rely 6.11)51 Florida (Rapp 9-71 605
m
San Diego (Oishman 4-6) at St Loos (Watson
5-4 705 pm
Only games scheduled

Ain•ricsn Lsegue
All Tense CDT
East Division
W
t. Pct. GB
Boston
76 45
626
Now York
61 61
500 I VA
Baikinors
57 65
467 194
Toronto
51
71
418 254 •
Deuce
50 71
413 26
Central Division
W
t. Per
GB
Cleveiand
84 37
694
Kansas City
62 59
512 22
kiiiraukes
59 63
184 25's
Chicago
56 64
167 274
lennesota
16 74
383 37'4
West Division
W
L Pct
GO
Catania
553
U 55
Seattle
62 60
509
Texas
60 62
492
Oakland
59 64
480 9
Wednesday's Carnes
lAnnesola 9, Detrat 1
Boseon 6. Oakland 2
New York 4, Seattle 3
Cleveland 12. Mkt/auks, 2
Chicago 7, Texas 5
Baltimore 4. California 2
Toronto 6, Kansas City 2
Thursday's Gomm
Seattle (Bosio 9-7) at Cleveland (Nagy 12.5).
605 p.m
Chicago (Alvarez 7-7) at Texas 1Pavlik 7-91, 705
Only games ectiedued
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"They Don't Sell For Less!"
Example: 1994 Model Pioneer CD/Head $249.95
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Plus...ConsIder We Offer Quality Service And 23 Years Of
Experience in Installation.
Just Shop and Compare

World of Sound
"35 Years
In Business"

222 S. 12th
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753-5865

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly St- Save Money
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Ask your dealer
for details!

CEEB
KAWASAKI
Bayou 300 4x4
with Travel Trailer
+ Four Wheel Drive
+ 290 cc Engine
+ Cargo Rack
+ Mud Flaps
+ Front & Rear Suspension

Register at your nearest NAPA Store.
No purchase required. One entry per
mailing address. Drawing to be held
November 8, 1995.

Chipper/Vacs Vaaium, Shred & Bag Fat Debris As You Wak!
PLUS...No Payments & No Interest* 'til February 1,'96!
ChipperNac you buy between now and Oct. 31,
1995. Plus, when you qualify for the TROY-BILT
Easy Pay Plan, you'll make No Payments and pay
No Interest' 'til 2/1/96 on any TROY-BILT
Product! Ask your Dealer for details.

VIER your TROY-BUT Dottier TODAY and make
your best deal on any new TROY-BILT 5HP
ChipperNac and we'll send you an extra $200
Rebate direct from the Troy-Bitt Factory! That's
right...an extra $200 OFF any TROY-BILT 5HP

NAPA

TOY TRUCK/BOAT
COMBO
ExplOrer
.4n4 features detailed Interior.
sunroof, fold-down tailgate and more
Tows "Power Prop Racer' with
working outboard motor
A Great Gat,
Batteries rnctuded
•511,6 N

Bring This Coupon To Your TROY-BILT Dealer

$1 "

LV

**

NAPA

ANTI-FREEZE
COOLANT
$798

_

Four-Season
cooling system
protection tor

2 Gallons
Attar 83.00
Mall-In-Rabat*
your engine
810.98
Rog.
Mall-In Rabativ.--.9.00
Final Coat.—.---$7.98

OMEN
TRACTORS:

SNP
CNIPPERIVACS:

I.
MVICNING
MOWERS:

013053
013039
013040
013078

047291
047282
047279
047292

#34022
034023
034311
#34313

7b debn your 7ROVBILT Foctory-Dirsct Rebate: Send this coupon, postmar*ed no later than 11/15/95, along with a
warran41 card and your original purchase invoice, dated from 9/1/95 to 10131/95 to TROY-BILT Manufacturing
CiangZiSt. & 9th Awe.. Troy. NY 12180. Allow 6-8 weeks for your rebate Limit one rebate per pnxiuct per customer.

Hurry! Offer Expires October 31.1995!
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
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past 67
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STEVE PARKER/ledger & Times photo

Murray High quarterback Allen Thompson attempts to turn the corner In the Tigers' battle with Calloway County earlier
this season.
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Fulton County (2-0)

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

Sept. 8, 1995 — 7:30 p.m.
Sanger Field, Hickman
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Fulton County looking
very familiar to Tigers
Names have changed,
talent remains same
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
When looking down the Fulton County roster, the
names may have changed,. but just about everything
else has stayed the same.
In preparing for Friday night's district encounter
with the Pilots, Murray coach Rick Fisher said this .
year's Fulton County team closely resembles those"
from a few years back — ones that included the names
Barnett, Cheirs, Elam and Warren.
"They're a version of the team that they had two
years ago," Fisher said, alluding to the 194)3 Pilot
squad that finished 11-2 and included the memorable
foursome of Kirk Barnett, Steve Cheirs, Mance! Elam
and Jerome Warren, all of whom are now part of
Houston Nutt's Murray State Racers.
-They'll run the, power sweep and try to hurt you
with their strength, and they'll mix in the pass," he.
said. "They also play the same defense, and they say
'it doesn't matter if you know what we're going to do,
you'll still have to stop us.—
Murray (1-1) bounced back from a season-opening
loss to Calloway County by downing Union County
17-6. Fulton County, meanwhile, is 2-0 with wins over
Union and South Flopkins.
And while a win Friday would give one team a temporary lead in the district standings, Fisher said the
early league encounter hasn't proved to be a big
advantage either way with so many district games still
left to play.
"In the last four years, we've split during the regular season, so it hasn't been a big advantage either
way," he said. "About the only advantage winning this
game could have is if you get out of the gate quickly
then other teams have to chase you, and if you don't,

you're chasing somebody."
Until last season, when Murray won 14-0 at Ty Holland Stadium, the visiting team in the Pilot-Tiger
series had won the last six games.
And besides the natural rivalry between a pair of
district teams, the two squads' success in recent years
had only added to the intensity of the game.
"We've both had good teams the last three or four
years when we've both been knocking on the door for
championships," Fisher said. "We've hit a time in our
respective histories where we've had good teams at
the same time, and on any given night, either team
could beat the other."
Fulton County's biggest concern entering the season
was replacing a four-year starter at quarterback, a position Fisher said has been adequately filled.
"They've filled in at quarterback really well; the
one they have now is more of a runner, but he's also a
spurty thrower," Fisher said. "If he's on, he can hit
some passes.
"Overall, they have a lot of young, talented players,
and they're geared to have another good group like
they did two years ago, they've just got to grow up,"
the coach added. "I'm seeing the same things in some
of these players that I saw in Barnett, Cheirs, Elam
and Warren. They have a lot of that same talen with a
lot of speed and a full package of young players."
Murray, which emerged from the season-opener
with a host of injuries, came out of the Union County
game injury-free, and even received some good news
about a player who was thought to be lost for the
season.
Senior Jeremie Olive, who was thought to be gone
for the year with a knee injury, could return to the
squad later in the season, Fisher said. Olive has a partial tear of the medial collateral ligament, which may
allow him to play again later this season.
"We didn't have anybody go out of our last game,
and we needed to come out of it injury-free," he said.
"We've still got a few bumps and bruises; but nothing
that we didn't have going into the game."
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MURRAY

ARTS
Author of best
seller to speak

Murray Civic Music Association, a volunteer organization
dedicated to bringing performances of the highest quality at the
lowest cost to the region, announces the upcoming 1995-96 season

James Davison Hunter, the author of the controversial best-seller,
"Culture Wars: the Struggle to
Define American," is coming to the
Murray State University campus to
speak as part of the Humanistic
Studies College Forum series: "E
Pluribus Unum: America's Culture
War."

All performances are at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University Campus. Admission is free to MSU students.

Faculty member
to give recital
and presentation
Dr. Richard Scott, an assistant
professor in the department of
music at Murray State University,
will present a faculty piano recital
on Sunday,Sept. 10,at 3:30 p.m.,in
Loveu Auditorium.
Scott's program will include the
"Meditation sur un motif de Claude
Dedussy" by Zoltan Kodaly, the
"First and Fourth Ballades" by Frederic Chopin and Modest Mussorgsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition." The performance of "Pictures" will be accompanied by a
showing of slides of selected works
of art for the permanent collection
of the J.B. Speed Museum in Louisville.
Scott joined the MSU faculty in
1983. In addition to his teaching
duties, Scott performs regularly
throughout the mid-south and midwest regions as a solo recitalist and
chamber musician. In 1989, he was
a finalist in the National Beethoven
Sonata Competition.
He is active in the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association and is a
member of the board of directors/
executive committee of the Murray
Civic Music Assocation.
Scott's recital is free and open to
the public. Audience members are
asked to enter from the backstage
breezeway door as seating will be
on the stage of Loveu Auditorium.

MSU theatre
presents
new season
Murray State University Theatre
and the Department of Speech and
Communication and Theatre announces its 1995-96 season.
The season will open with David
Mamet's "Oleanna." This play is a
seething investigation of political
correctness and sexual harassment
Mark Malinauskas directs this enthralling play.
"Lend Me a Tenor" by Ken
Ludwig follows. This show is an
uproariously funny plot of mistaken
identity. James I. Schempp will
direct.
"The Dining Room" by A.R.
Gurney will be presented in the
Studio II Theatre at Wilson Hall.
Bob Valentine directs this "hilarious
and touching comedy."
Lisa Boguslaw will direct the
"15th Annual Dance Concert" this
year. Various styles of dance will be
presented. Modern interpretations,
ballet and jazz dance just to name a
few!
In conjunction with Black History Month, Roderick Reed will
direct "for colored girls who have
considered suicide/when the rainbow is enur by Ntozake Shange.
Look Out! Here comes Audrey
II! Join in the fun as we join forces
with the Department of Music to
present "Little Shop of Horrors" by
Ashman and Menken as the musical
production this year.
"The Arkansaw Bear" by Aurand
Harris closes our season. This
touching children's threatre production concerns "The Worlds Greatest
Dancing Bear" and Starbright.
Subscription information can be
obtained by calling 762-6797 between 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Rates for the season Subscription
range from $15 to $30. Call for
more information or to request a
season brochure.

October 22 - Miles Hoffman, violist
December 5 - Chicago a cappella
February 25 - Daniel Heifetz, violinist & chamber
ensemble
April 23 - Urban Bush Women

chiefly through special-purpose,
single-issued lobbies and organizations which reject compromise on
hot-button issues such as abortion,
multiculturalism, affirmative action, environmental protection and
equal rights.
Hunter will deliver his talk at
7:30 on Thursday, Sept. 14 in the
Nursing School Auditorium on the
first floor of Mason Hall on the
MSU campus. It is free and the
public is invited.

The Urban Bush Women Is an exciting part of this years Murray Civic Music
Association concert season. Memberships for the 1995-96 MCMA season
may be obtained by calling 753-9802.

Aren't You WI
Kentucky
Glad There's The
Network

* Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

SELLING
TO THE BARE WALLS
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All Broyhill
Bedrooms,
Living 8
Dining
Rooms 8
Entertainment
Centers
Now 30%
to TO% Off

DEEPER DISCOUNTS

Over
150

Lane
Action
Recliners
310 PRICE

3 Truckloads
of Sealy 8
Simmons
Bedding
All Sizes,
Twin, Pull,

ALL
Floral
Arrangements,
Trees, Lamps
8 Rugs

TOTALINVENTORY SELLOUT

Now
40% Off
5 More

Queen or King

PRICE
OR LESS

All
Thomasville
Bedroom,
Living Boom,
Dining Boom,
Entertainment
Centers
40% to 50%
OFF

EVERYTHING
••

Up
To

OFF
v•

All Crystal,
China, Brass
8 Table Top
Accessories
•

All
Outdoor
Patio
Furniture

Thanks to you we have
outgrown our present
locations in Benton and
Paducah,and will soon
move into our new 44,000
square foot Fleming
Furniture Supercenter on
highway 60 in Paducah.
Every item in our entire
inventory is reduced to
clear to the hare walls.
Now save 30'4 to 70'i
storewide.

NOW
1 = PRICE

Over
100
Pictures
PRICE

Cash & Carry! Delivery Can Be Arranged.

ENTIRE INVENTORY
MUST BE LIQUIDATED

PRICE

UO u- 1

Hunter, a professor of sociology
at the University of Virginia, will
address the roots of the current bitter
disputes carried on in the media

MCMA Announces Season

OR LESS

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

7110mamille
Galloy

nemm

Design

Assisance
Available
'Minimum Purchases of $491. Offer
Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases.
—comparabio' prices for similar
merchandise. Thee, reference prices
Sr. provided se a guide to the ronge of
seiNng prices In the markets across the
country 11. they may chang•. The
reference price Is not our present or
future selling price.

F

UR

NIT

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

FiRst

UR
111101.

451 8. 16th 8treel * Paducah,RI 305 A. Hain * Benton
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224

•

Broyhill
akilwagc

..•

9old
:
PIP no.,•11107t•
•
-7̀
.111

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5 * MONDAY N]gliT UNTIL 8

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
6.44.81.0114400044440......0

FURNITURE

ill --MINIM

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

*

•• j

-44
4
'
14./1

t

re•

Ir•-••
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121aPicw
WOO Column inch
40% Discount 2nd eon.
40% Discount 3rd tun
(AI J Ads WO Sue We I Ow Peke)
$200 per column Inch extra for
010
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
020

Reader Ad4

025

304 per word, $6.00 minimum
lit Choy.64 per word per day tor
isoch oddrtionol consecultve
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Clossliteds o Info Shopping Guido.) $2.133 .me for
blind box ads.

030
040
050

Salej7.122r2paci
Yard
A $200 Se wit be requindie make
any changes ad Chasa deadline.

CALL 753-1916

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMINIS
Legol Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
400
550

Form Equipment
UYOSIOCk & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
.Prockice
Feed & Seed

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Heip Wonted
050
070 . DOmestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
090
100
. Business Opportunity
Instruction
'110

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heanng & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

I RA N SPOR IA'NON

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280
Mobile Homes for Pent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Pentols
310 ...........Wont To Pent
320
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Pent
330
340
Houses For Pent
360
For Pent or Lease

470

Motorcycles
Auto Services
*uto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Help
Wanted

The Calloway County Board of Education

will receive sealed bids for Solid Waste
Removal for the Calloway County School
District until 10:00 A.M. Thursday,September 14, 1995.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain
the necessary forms at this location. Further
information may be obtained by calling
753-3033.

(12n

020

Notice

Notice

Our Grandfather
used to be
sportybut today he
Is forty!
Love,
Brandon,
Joshua,
Jessica, Jerod,
Candice
HOUSE Of Clothes where
$1.00 buys what you need.
Shorts,jeans, t-shirts, dresses, work pants. Mon. thru
Fri., 1701 N. 121 Bypass.
Phone 753-6981. Sat. Sun.
13 miles from Murray on
464. 489-224.3.
MEET more quality singles.
Down Home Singles,
615-993-2000.

Lordy, Lordy
Vicki's Forty!

Happy 8th
Birthday
Joshua

We Love You
From the
Haney Place

Love,
Dad & Mom

CATFISH dinners Thursday and Friday nights. Take
Me Back Cate, 753-6425.
Mon-Sat. 10am - 2pm,
Thurs & Fri 10am - 2pm &
5pm - 8pm. Carryouts
welcome.

GOOSE hunters, goose
pits now available Ballard
Co. Mitchell lake area. Club
house facilities included,
call Hal Nance for details.
753-7955 nights, 753-6660
days.

FORGOTTEN Thyme
herbs and everlastings
Wed- Sat 9-6 753-2171 2
miles down Old Murray
Paris Rd

MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor A true
born psychic, gifted from
God. 554-7904 call for
appointment.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mustang's Are Red
Camaro's Are Blue
This Bodyman is "40"
Can You Guess Who?

HAPPY 40TH

This guy has something
in common with the
classic automobiles he
restores. They're both
ancient and always run
out of gas.

Happy Birthday
Low, Sit

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed Mon.
Tues, Weds. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
RAPID weight loss, only
$17.95, burns fat, calories,
stops hunger. Lose 3-5 pds
a wk guaranteed. Call for
information, United Pharm a ce uti c al,
1-800-733-3288, COD's
accepted.
SHARE America! ONE
FRIENDSHIP AT A TIME.
Be a host family. American
Intercultural Student Exchange. Brazilian, European, South American high
school exchange students.
1-800-SIBLING. Local Caring Representatives.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Happy 1st
Birthday
Lee Ann
You're Our Special Little Angel
Love, Mom and Dad

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance s more important
than ever

For Imo
Information call:

• IMFARCDVE YOUR

HEALTH!
Fialcociatton
Stress Reduction
Pain Relief

753-3801
7 DRYS R LUEet
10:001W- 10:00PM
Dave Estes. EMT

MASSAGE TO YOU
Convenient studio or outcolls to you home or hotel

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
VACATION'S over Time to
shed those unwanted
pounds. Lose weight easily
& safely with these Dr. recommended all-natural
products. 30 day moneyback guarantee Call
1-800-8T7-4372.

Capturing Your Yesterdays Today!
Lost
And Found

LAKE STUDIO

LOST Alaskan Malamute,
black & tan East Y area,
please caN 759-4414

PORTRAITS • MATS • FRAMES
BY APPOINTMENT
(502)474-2308
HIGHWAY 94 EAST & 1346
Larry G. Hurt
Kina Hurt Young

1TRUCK DRIVERS- You
can be home every
weekend operating only
Southeast region while
earning up to 29ct per mile.
Call Beech Trucking.
1-800-399-3902. EOE.
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
AVON sell at work, home,
anywhere! Be your own
boss! Earn 50%.
1 -800-847-5338,
1-800-878-2952. Ind/Rep
BRIGHT'S of Murray now
accepting applications for
cashier/sales position.
Apply at 110 S. 5th.
COUNTER person for coffee shop & deli, 9am-4pm,
M-F. Apply at 200 N 15th
St., Murray.
DRIVER- Experience has
its rewards! OTR/
shorthaul, home weekly
(shorthaul), starting pay up
to 32cents/mile, 2500rnitwk
(longhaul) & top notch benefits. Burlington Motor Carriers. 1-800-JOIN-BMC.
EOE.

LOST: Male kitten 10 mos
old, tan long hair, black
fluffy tail, similes'features,
black ears, black facial
mask, blue eyes, in So 8th
St. vicinity 753-2609

TRACTOR
TRAILER
DRIVERS
Rollins DCS has an
immediate opening
for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers
with at least 2 years
experience.
You
earn
excellent
wages and a full
benefits package including major medical, vision, dental,
prescriptions, retirement program. For
further details call
1-800-782-8759

DRIVERS NEEDED. No
experience necessary. No
cost training ,available to
those who qualify. Many
companies ready to prehire. $30,000 potential. For
more information call
1-800-525-3237.

DRIVERS Compare! lyr
Tractor/Trailer Company DRIVERS-Singles/Teams27-32ct Teams split 0/0 Lease program. No
31cents. Owners 79cents Money Down. Must meet
plus 85%D/H, 94% no DOT requirements. Late
touch, 1-800-441-4953, 7 model Walk-in. Call Artic
days.
Express 1-800-927-0431.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

D & T
HAULING
Need Garbage Pickup?
Guaranteed - Affordable

- Locally Owned David & Tina Stewart

Serving Calloway County

436-2111

/ALPINE

a

•)ockradrosqab.
or,®
II

Tapes
ClYs
4C A SA armall-S Ca I a=lo
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

clari
blistetand center

763-43113

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

'tow iocal claim service"

If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sale or Trade
...
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
.. ....... Annques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musc ot
miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
4.30
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forrns For Sole
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Pee Column
Wanted

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to
check the lint Insertion of
their adsfor any error. Moray
Lodger a. Prom we be respc•nsible for only one incorred insertion. My error
should be reported Immediately so corrections can b•
mode.

MALE
$1161
14 18

FEMALE
$920
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
60
17 50
13 09
65
21 78
15 54
70
27 31
19 33
75
38 77
26 18
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

Help
Wanted

Help Wanted: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling
products at horn*. No
experience. Info 1504-648-1700 DEPT.
KY-2021

LOOKING to hire responsible college/high school student, must have own transportation, thr twice weekly.
Simple tasks, vacuuming,
dusting, loading dishwasher, Please leave
message. 753-8607.

Is advoncoi

HIRING front desk clerks,
all shifts, experienced preferred, full & part time.
Apply at Days Inn.
753-6706, mornings only.
IMMEDIATE opening for
experienced mechanical
designer-drafter Autocad
experience required, 2-3
yrs experience in design of
pressure vessels and/or
transportation equip. preferred. Mail resume and
salary history in confidence
to PO Box 809, Calvert
City, Ky. 42029.
RETAIL part-time, full-time.
can arrange hrs, do not
apply unless you want to
work Send resume to PO
Box 1040C, Murray, Ky
42071

060

Help
Wetted

ANTI,
code
Or nsi

SOMEONE to work in food
concession, weekends
502-474-2100.

ANTI,
Or 1 p
492-E
eveni

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
needs a person for cusWAITRESS, dancers tomer service position, full
wanted Doll House Cafe, time possible. Call after
Paris, TN. 901-642-4297, 2pm. 759-1600

CASt
rifles,
tols.
Gooi
Muni

WANTED: Subcontractors
of all trades for construction
of a 24 unit apartment complex in Murray starting around October 1. Must have
worker's comp. and general liability insurance.
Write Moffett Realty, PO
Box 247, Shelbyville, Ky
40066
or
call
1-502-633-5274.

INDI\

Wonted

MAINTENANCE/
DRIVERS EOE. If you're ELECTRONICS positions
going to drive, drive with a available in injection
Company that appreciates molding/extrusion facility.
you. Maverick Transporta- Benefits include: no cost
tion knows you have a medical, 401(K), and penchoice, that's why driving sion. Resumes: Hunter
for Maverick means great Douglas, 1600 Ragu,
benefits and more. Top of Owensboro, Kentucky
the line Freightliner Trucks. 42303.
Average age of our trucks is MODELS WANTED for TV
18 months. 90% of our & national magazines
drivers are home most male, female, children. All
weekends. Competitive types, all sizes. No experiPay. Safety Bonuses & ence necessary. For inforTarp Pay. Join the best mation
call
team of drivers on the road. 1-800-238-5459
Must be 24 Years of Age
and have 1 year OTR. MOLD Maker positions
1-800-289-1100 Maverick available in injection
Transportation, Inc.
molding/extrusion facility.
Benefits include: no cost
DRIVERS-OTR Qualified medical, 401K, and penflatbed drivers earn up to 31 sion. Resumes: Hunter
cents/mile. Assigned con- Douglas, 1600 Ragu,
ventionals, benefits, 401K, Owensboro, KY 42303.
and more. Call ADS today!
800-646-3438. Owner Op- NO EXPERIENCE. $500
erators Welcome Exper- TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSienced drivers only.
ING MORTGAGE REDRIVERS/0TR $1000 sign FUNDS. OWN HOURS.
on bonus, new conven- (714)502-1520 EXT 1209.
tional equipment, great (24 hours).
benefits, lease program.
Earn up to 29 cents per NOW Accepting applicamile. Students welcome. tions for roofing and conCal Ark International. struction workers. Call Ad800 -950 -TEAM, vance Roofing and Construction at 753-5814.
800-889-1030.
DRIVERS Solo & Teams PART time / full time 9.25
earn $103,000+, Major per hr to start, answering
benefits , motel & dead- phones. No selling, no exhead pay. Driving school perience necessary.
grads welcome, $2000. 502-569-1922.
sign on. Convenant Trans- PART time grill cook & fish
port 800-441-4394. Stu- fryer, part-time dishwasher.
dents call 800-338-6428.
Apply in person after 2pm
EARN up to $1000's at Rudy's, 104 S 5th St.
weekly processing mail. PART time Avon. No doorStart now, no experience, to-door. Let's talk money!
tree supplies, information, $8-15/hr. Immediate opporno obligation. Send self tunities available. Save moaddressed stamped enve- ney and receive an income.
lope to Bucks, Dept 14, 1-800-735-5286. Indepen3208-C East Colonial Dr. dent Representative.
No. 308, Orlando, Florida,
PRODUCTION PERSON32803.
NEL: Day shift benefits afEXPERIENCED MAINTE- ter probation period. Apply
NANCE PERSON Electri- in person at Mid- America
cal & mechanical experi- Homes, Inc., Hwy 641 Byence preferred. Apply in pass, Benton, KY 42025.
person at Mid America 502-527-5006. Mid Homes, 641 Bypass, Ben- America Homes is an Equal
Ky. 42025. Opportunity Employer.
to n ,
502-527-5006. Mid
America Homes is an Equal SAFETY advisors;
Opportunity Employer.
$2150/per mo. Company
EXPERIENCED handy- will train, call Mon-Fri
only
man needed, general 9am-1pm
plumbing, electrical & car- 502-759-9130.
pentry a must. Call
753-2339.
TANDEM TRANSPORT
CORP. premiere Flatbed
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
Carrier, has immediate
GIFTS has openings for
openings
for you! Excellent
demonstrators in your area.
pay & benefits. Can be
Part-time hrs fulltime pay,
home weekends. CDL Reover 800 items. Celebrating
quired. CALL TODAY!
our 40th anniversary. Call
1-800-551-9057-1-800-488-4875.
1-800-545-2999.
FULL time positions now
TRUCKERS/
available in the landscapINEXPERIENCED, coming division of Rolling Hills
our training, train at
Nursery, 407 N 12th, pare
our Training centers, No
Murray.
payments, Paid lodging,
GOVT POSTAL JOBS Paid training after compleStart $23,800-$34,900/yr. tion, Guaranteed employFor employment info & ap- ment BUILDERS TRANSplication, call before PORT 1-800-762-1819,
9-13-95. 1-818-506-5354 Ext D-6.
EXT P 582.

4- 41
used
comp
other
print
mond
474-6

Mon.-Frk o.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday B a.m.-11 a.m.
• Diradinsos are 2 days

7-1

Hop
Wanted

PERS
and i
shop
invest
call M
Cand
TX. 2

OFFICE HOURS;

060

060

Invitation To Bid
Solid Waste Removal

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MasterCard

BE 't
Possil
$800C
proci
daum
vider
quire(
plus
a v
1-800

SALES rep needed, no experience necessary. If you
are willing to work and have
reliable transportation give
a call at, 502-759-9768.

maini
move

070
Does**
&

14x7i
least
mess

CALL Linda 759-9553. Will
dean home or office.
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064

14C1
1ct t
$400

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641

1993

North • Murray, KY 42071

502-4

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

ATS
dug it
screi
175
and
free
1-804

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality Al Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your pri-

BE Fl
lum,

vacy and year round convenience.

TRU
Eted

Help Wanted

BRA'
exce
need
Banc
753-t

Circulation Department
Part-Time Early Morning Hours
25-30 Hours Per Week
Job Duties Include Heavy lifting &
Operating Insert Machine.
Apply In Person At Front Desk. Ask For Jeff.

LOG
vices
H0 t
HON
High,
Ten
(800;

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray

MUN
seco
alwa
Marl
753-

POR
work
high
spez
489-

iltrestView
NURSING

HOME

ROL
less

LICENSED HAIR STYLIST

cry

Westview Nursing Home has an opening for a

502-

licensed hair stylist, part-time, 1-2 days per week.
Experience with elderly clients helpful, but not
necessary. Please apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON at 763-1304.
502353 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT:

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE

FR
464

Equal Opportunity Employer

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $559 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal Oppochuuty Employer-WHEW

;
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

ein

120

240

SEE us for your barn or root
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches. many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

'GET Married•Smoky
Mountains Candlelight
ceremony, starting at $99
Complete arrangements
Large or Small, Christian
services lovely gazebo/
SPA 6'6 round x26' deep
roomy bi level bench sea- elegant chapel,
lodging, no test/waiting
ting for 4-6 adults or 66
square x 27'deep Lounge, 1-800-893-7274
contoured benches for 4-5 JUKEBOX works great,
adults Call 753-6001
holds 45's, $400 obo
STRAW for sale $1 50 a 759-9599
bale 489-2436 if no an- MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN'
swer leave message
Be marred in a secluded
new hilltop chapel surSUNQUEST WOLFF TAN- rounded by trees and
NING BEDS Commercial- Smoky Mountain views' No
Home Units From $199
blood test- waiting period'
Buy factory direct and 1-800-729-4365
SAVE' Call Today for
MEMORIES created in our
FREE NEW Color Catalog
new chapel Small to large
1-800-462-9197
weddings photos, flowers
TANNING beds commer- arid video, personal attencial units at home unit tion Luxurious HONEYprices 502-753-1300
MOON SUITES adjacent.
UPRIGHT piano, 2 uphols- Reception area. Ordained
tered chairs, 1/off-white, minister. 1-800-242-7115
1/brown stripe Call WEDDINGS. OLD759-4900 after 5
FASHIONED Candlelite
WHITE wedding dress ceremonies. Smoky Mountains Chapel, overlooking
(worn 1 time) & slip, size 8
Beautiful wedding chest, river, near Gatlinburg.
pink shoes size 8AA Call HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE, Cabins, Jacuzzis.
753-8077.
Ordained Ministers. Complete arrangements. No
160
test/waiting. HEARTLAND
Home
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)
Furnishings

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2500 part time
$8000 full time monthly,
processing insurance
claims for healthcare providers Investment re
quired Software purchase
plus computer Financing
available
1 800-722-SAMS
PERSON WANTED to own
and operate retail candy
shop in Murray area Low
investment For information
call Mrs Burden's Gourmet
Candy Company, Dallas,
TX 214-991-8239

4 4110 PRINTERS Were
used w/ Micromax gas
computer Compatible iv/
other systems, 3yrs old 2
printers used only 4
months, $1000 for all Call
474-8704 after 6pm
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night

ads

tull
ifter

Will

ANTIQUES Entire estates
Or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings

KING size waterbed, $100
753-0501

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

165
Antiques

INDIVIDUAL seeking well
maintained mobile home to
move to private lot Must be
14x70 or larger, with at
least 1 & A baths Leave
message at 502 753 2635

ANTIQUE display cabinet
5175. 753-0062.
BENTON Antiques - Colonial home, 13 rooms filled
to overflowing Something
for everyone budget. 103
West 13t St. Benton, KY.
502-527-5424, Tues- Sat
10am- 5pm. Sun 1pm5pm

reac.es
14CT gold ladies bridal set,
lct total diamond weight
$400 759-1131
e

1

'S

f.

a
k.
lot
act

200
Sports
Equipment

1993 MILLER portable
welder
diesel
502 492 8568

8' POOL table w/
accessories, less than
6mos old, $425. Call
ATS Inc offers RCA 18" 492-8248 after 5pm or
digital satellite dish, big leave message.
screen televisions, over
175 channels buy direct BOWHUNTING Equiparid SAVE Call today for ment. Bowhunters Disfree color catalog. count Warehouse,
America's largest archery
1-800-553-5443_
supplier, stocks over 5000
BERETTA 9mm Parabel- bowhunting items at
lurn, model 92D, double 20-40% off retail Call
action, 2-15 round clips, 1-800-735-2697 for free
TRUICON night sights. Pr- 160 page catalog.
ied right, 502-753-7188.
LARGE Coleman tent $75.
BRAVO- motorized chair, 753-0062.
excellent for person who
needs to be off their feet. SOLO-FLEX Wall attachCall
Battery charger incl. Call ments, $475
759-1476 after 6pm
753-8077.

LOG HOMES. Design services. FREE BROCHURE.
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept. CK, Moss
Tennessee 38575.
(800)231-3695.

S.

Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x65 3BR , lbath on re
nted lot, $3250 753-0501
1985 HOUSE trailer, 3br,
2bath recently redecorated. 489-2768, 489-2161
after 8pm.
MOBILE Home Loans,
Seller/ Buyers/ Owners
Green Tree Financial 5%
down payment_ Refinancing Equity loans Land/
Home Realtor calls welcome 1-800-221-8204;
1-800-554-8717.
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas. Walking dis
tance to college. 753-5209

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

FIREWOOD, also tree serMUMS are here First & vice. 436-2562.
second bud stage 3 sizes,
always the best D & M
220
Market, 403 Sycamore
753-7483
Muskat
PORTABLE kitchen buffet
work table, 5ftx2ft, 40in
high, lots of shelves, 3
speaker hook-up $125
489-2699

CONN console piano, ly
old, paid $2350, will take
$1200. Like new condition.
Ph 502-474-8040.
240 •

ROLEX Submariner, stainless steel, like new,saphire
crystal, $2250. Call
502-753-7188.

Miscellaneous
A Beautiful Christian
Marriage- Gatlinburg's Original Wedding Chapels
(since 1980). Photography
Music Flowers, Limos
Jaccuzi Suites, Fireplaces.
Weddings for any budget.
Rev.
Ed
Taylor
1-800-346-2779.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

r_tiiihYrtOLtraiiYit

340
Houses
For Rent
3BR, 1 bath, 1501 Belmont,
large yard. fruit trees, central air, garage, $550/mo
Lease deposit, references,
no pets Can be seen from
Sept 5th thru Sept 9th, from
noon-7pm
3BR House N 4th St,
$325/mo. deposit & references. 753-4509.

RENTED
NICE 2br house with attached garage, new a/c,
low utilities 711 Payne St ,
$375/mo deposit , lease
required, no pets
753-2339 or 753-8767

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
Sept. 8 & 9
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Westwood Subd.
1715 Oak Hill Dr.
Lots of good gins clothes
up to sae 14, women's
clothes, bedspreads and
curtains, toys, swing set
(good condituxi) and
TWO more

5-Party
Yard Sale
94E to 280 across
from KY Fish and
Wildlife on left
Sat. Sept.9
7:00-?
washer, dryer, recliners. inciter
se. toys. bee, screen tent.
electrical boxes, cat seats wont% boards. typererew
clothes(ireart to adult boys &
gets) Lots morel

Mob Ile
Horne Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898.
NEW park, newer model
homes only. Concrete
drives & walks. Trash pickup & city water $100/mo.
492-8488.

OFFICE or business. 1000
sq. ft. 308 N. 12th, next to
Faye's 753-9212.
OFFICE or retail building,
zoned B2, approx. 1600 sq.
It., NE corner 13th & Poplar_ Call 753-6001.
OFFICE space for rent,
$350/mo plus deposit. Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. 753-1492 ask for Tina.
RETAIL Of Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612.

320

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
LEASE to hunter 300 aae
wildlife
refuse
502-753-1300_
RENTAL space now available East Side Boat & Mini
Storage. 759-9835
370
Livestock
it Supplies
3YR old gelding saddle
horse, very gentle, great for
kids. 753-6675 after 6pm or
leave message.
ALFALFA hay, square
bales in field 753-5107,
753-4003 after 6pm.
HAY for sale. Large round
bales & square bales. Timothy & clover,has not
been wet. 435-4201 after
6pm.

Yard Sale
306 S. 3rd St.
(behind Lovett's

gas station)
Frl. 9-8-95
7:00 to 12:00
Queen size comforter set, knick knacks,
curtains & misc.

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT

SAT,SEPT. 23RD AT 10:00 A.M.
DOROTHY mu HIGGINS; DECEASED
6 MILES

NE OF MURRAY, KY

AT 'THE ALMO COMMUNITY
FROM MURRAY, TAKE HWY 641N - 4.5 MILES TO HWY
464, PROCEED EAST 112 MILE AND CROSS HWY 1824,
PROCEED ON 464E 1 MILE TO SALE SITE!
.,

1,2,3BD apts. Furnished
very nice near MSU. No
pets.
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR Apt. furnished and all
utilities paid, now available,
no pets, near hospital
436-2755 after 2pm.
1BR Apts $185-$285/mo
No pets 753-8848 before
8pm
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

II

2BR Duplex, central h/a
753-8067 or 492-8850
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SPACIOUS COUNTRY SNARE

1 1/2 STORY ON A SPACIOUS UIT
tr 4 BEDROOMS - NICE HARDWOOD FLOORS
lif SCREENED FRONT PORCH - GARAGE
iff APARTMENT STYLE WORK BUILDING
Ilif

ler

SHADE TREES - READY TO MOVE IN

TERMS: $6,000.00 DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

MAKE PLANS FOR THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY
II.ESTATE GOES ON 11E AUCTION KOCK AT UN PAU

ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES
COMIEPREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY!

JAMES
R.
CASH
-.-507C
-6
7
3
rl-11134
n6
s6rit ,
A tA ,,, ,,,4:::4ifirt
mE:1 rrim
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THE SELLING MACHINE

2BR duplex, garage,
washer,dryer. Month to
month, 2-3mo min.,
$450/mo. 753-7688 or
759-4703.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland West)
, Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included. rent based on income 65 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

Rolling Acres

Lane. Follow signs.
Baby clothes, baby items,
women's clothes, dishes &
knock knacks

\ OUR
AI)
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Yard

Sale
602 Vine St,
Fri. Sept. 8
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
and
Sat Sept. 9
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 101.
Clothes, shoes, furniture,
TV appliances, dishes,
home furnishings, toys and
games
Cancel if rain

PAIR Cockatels & 2x3x5
cage, $75 753-0501

DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 14
years. 436-2858

OKRA for freezing
753-3599

Public
Sale

Huge 10 Party
Yard Sale

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

?

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

din

641 South 5 rniles, turn
right on LawrIng Rd., go
1V: mi. to T, turn right,
2nd house on left.
& Sat.
7:30 km.2 p.m.
Swing set, kids thru Pius
size clothes, couch, Home
Int., household items, truck
knacks, toys, coats, lots of
paperbacks, lots and lots
more New ferns Sat Don't
miss this onell

a.m. to

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our °courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAKE lot sale Estate size
homesites w/ private lake
access in Kentucky. From
$8900. Financing . Free
color brochure. Call now
800-858-1323, ext 3957.
Woodland Acres

15 ACRES overlooking
Blood River, Ky. Lake.
Beautiful building sites,
$19,750
terms.
502-759-1922.

Thurs., Fri.,
Sat.,
8:00

ESTATE settlement, lot Ws
16 & 17 in Grove Heights
Subdivision, just off Hwy
94E on Hwy 732E. Make an
offer. 502-247-6619.

Lake
Property

505 N 5th

Produce

CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Realty 753-5086

d35

Yard
Sale

AKC registered Cocker
Spaniel pups, 9wks old,
$75,759-9320 day or night.

4% ACRES, Miller Gol
course area 489-2768,
489-2161 after 8pm

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Apartments
For Rent

(
-K21A1Z-Align

Less than a mils on

* * SPECIALS* *
1976 Chevy Pickup
Beige

$1,050

1984 Ford Escort Wagon.. ..Beige, A/C, Automatic

41,500

EXCELLENT lake front
property Duplex 4br,
baths on 1 acre of land
436-2402
NEW LISTING excellent
lake front. Main lake view
with easy access to dock.
Quality home, 2750sq ft.
Call Mur - Cal Realty
753-4444.
QUIET secluded lakeside
property offers you 4br 3'
baths with many extras including 2 fireplaces, intercom, hugh carport for boat
storage, work shop, multi
decks & patio with lovely
views. Immaculate property, $147,500. Coqtact
Kopperud
Realty'
753-1222. MLS*3000299.

Lots
For Sale
2 BUILDING lots in subdivision with limited restrictions. City water, natural
gas and cablevision in Lynnwood Heights, 3.3 mi
west of city limits on 94 W
$4500 for nice level lot or
$6000 for nice wooded lot
Call 753-5841 or 753-1566

.4975
1986 Buick Century
4 Door, Maroon. V-6, A/C, Automatic
1986 Pontiac Grand Am —...
4 Door, Maroon, A/C, Automatic

41,475

1987 Chevy Spectrum ._.........................4875
4 Door, Silver, A/C, Automatic
1987 Chevy Spectrum....._._.................$I,975
4 Door, Silver, A/C, Automatic
1988 Nissan 200 SX Coupe
Blue, 5 Speed, A/C, Cassette

$2,500

1988 Pontiac Grand Am Coupe.....-.- $2,550
Burgundy, A/C, 5 Speed, Sport Wheels, Tilt,
Cruise
$5,400
.....—...
1988 Honda
2 Door, Blue, Auto., A/C, Sun Roof, Cassette
1988 Hyundla Wagon
Beige, Extra Nice, 5 Speed, A/C

Garrison Motor Sales
Located 1204 Diuguid Dr.
I %fro.% From Stione's Inn)
753-6000

460
Homes
For Sale

Bows
For Sags

BAGWELL Subdivision in NEWLY constructed, open
Murray, bock ranch style design, 3br, 2 bath, great
house, 3br, 2 baths fire- room, dining, kitchen
place, freshly painted, new Classic decor,columns
carpet.2 car garage, big classic doors, crown moldyard w/extra lot $86,000 ing, carpeted throughout,
436 5715
french doors Many extras
BRAND new home 3tx, 1% including whirlpool tub,
bath, all city utilities, in- $123,500 Call 753-0090
cludes central gas heat &
central electric air At
tached garage, offered at
$79.950, thru Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 MLS*
3000409
CHARMING 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch style home, wi
new central hia, large
fenced in back yard, located on quiet street in
good neighborhood Price
recently reduced to low
80's All in ready to move in
condition Contact Kopperud Realty today for your
showing 753-1222, MLS*
3000405
COUNTRY living in city
with privacy Open design
VI-level home on six acres
with horse barn at 1704
Greenbrier House with
acreage $240,000 or house
and acreage may be purchased separately
753-4981
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fallbrook Sub
Rental income $1100/mo,
Price $130.000 492-8516
or 762-7221

FRESH on the market like
new home in Preat0f1
Heights subdivision
$119,500 Home features
3br, 2 bath, den with
vaulted ceilings Huge back
yard wooden deck over
looks shady grove of mature trees Immaculate condition See Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 MLSir
3000447
NEW home ready now 3br
2 bath, master bath has
whirlpool 9ft ceilings, hardwood floors, custom ca
binets, fireplace, lots of
closets, 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivision Call now at 753-4873

Business on
a Budget?

so.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Pate Effective April 1, 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

AT CYPRESS SPRINGS
Water front house on Ky. Lake,4 bedrooms,2
full baths, own boat dock, well, satellite, setting
on two lots. $150,000. Serious inquiries only.
502-436-2995 or 502-435-4404

Real Estate Auction
Friday, Sept. 8th, 1995, 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Court House in Murray, Ky.
Will sell lots #24-25 and 26 in Unit 4 of Crappie
Hollow Shores as shown by plat of same which is
recorded in Plat Book 4 Page 28 and Book 180 Card
2050 at the office of Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
These lots will sell for cash. Subject to conformation
of the Bankruptcy Court judge.
Dave Priest and Rosa Priest - Owners
Allen C. Stout - Attorney at Law

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat.,Sept.9th,1995 at 10 a.m.at the Dan Miller Auction Barn at
Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn
Grove. From Mayfield take 121 So. through Coldwater, turn
south onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. Watch for auction
signs.
(2)8 day striking clocks - old oak hi boy with bevel mirror - old oak side
board with bevel mirror - small oak lamp table - other fancy old lamp
tables - old mirrors, some with bevel edges - old trunk - old dresser
base with marble inlay - old straight chairs - electric sewing machine •
(2)beautiful large post bedroom suites - 4 piece bedroom suite - nice
odd beds, 1 Jenny Lind type bed - large lot of small lamp tables - nice
Duncan Phyfe table, chairs & buffet - old short wave radio - nice
dining table & chairs - nice breakfast set - electric range - frost free
ref. -(2)chest freezers - auto. washer - nice recliners - odd chairs - nice
electric lift chair - nice couches - beautiful coffee & end tables -

beautiful table lamps - floor lamp - knee hole desk - color t.v.(2) with
remotes - three small office desks - marble top coffee & end tables electric fans - one large squirrel cage fan - 2 small fans - electric
heaters - yellow dog tow bar - Craftsman radial arm saw - Craftsman

BEAUTIFUL, 2 acre
wooded lot, 3.5 miles east
of Murray on paved road,
$17,500,492-8166. After 5,
753-8679.
VACANT lot with well on it,
paved road, mobile home
permitted, $8,000.
753-5303, 753-7724.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281 Firm 2333

Farms
For Sale

1985 Buick Skylark Llmited.----........$1,250
4 Door, White, A/C, Automatic

1985 Chrysler 5th Ave...-.-..-..............$2,475
4 Door. Blue, A/C, All Power

13

table saw - Craftsman planer- Craftsman router & guide - new tires &
wheels - nice kerosene home heater and large tank - microwave - large
lot ofold glass & china - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans.This is
only a partial listing. Will be another all day auction. Auction held
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144. .

4150

1985 Ford
4 Door, Beige, A/C, Automatic

1E0

1900 SQ It, 3br ,14 bath, FOR sale by owner 3 or 4tx
plus loft bedroom that Over- _2'4 baths, 5200 sq ft.
9-10ft ceilings hardwood
looks 35x13 4 family room
Has new white kitchen ap- floors view thru gas firepliances, spacious yard place, whirlpool bath,
with lots of trees in nice 16x24 master bedroom,
lots of closets In Southsubdivision Located 6 mi
west school district with city
from town off 641 N
utilities on 2 acres with
753-2791 to see
30x30 shop Must see this
3BR duplex for sale home Call now at
753-7947
753-4873

For Rent
Or Lens

Business
Rentals

DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse.
$175/mo including all utilities. Also nice suite of offices with windows,
$595/mo including all utilties. 753-1266.

7:30-1:00
Take 94E to 280.

„
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Home*
For Sale

360

300

COMMERCIAL property
office or retail. 917 Coldwater Rd_ lease, deposit &
references required_ $325.
753-6069 leave message.

Sept. 8th, Friday

left.

"•-•

o.60

Pubis
SM.

Yard Sale

255

210

111•111=1.

8
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270

a
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

1115
440
,

Public
Salo

Apartments
For float

Illessisseaus

pod
ids

l

1-

..

10.3 ACRES all fenced in,
surveyed 2 barns a garage,
2 small buildings, tool shed,
3br doublewide with house
roof & carport added, pond
stocked with fish. Shown by
appointment only
436-5648.
5 FARMS,owner financing,
10, 45, 65, 70, 110 acres
Large AC burley barn for
rent. Dark fired barn for
sale 502-753-1300.
FARM for sale by owner 84
acres with 47 tillable, 37
acres in timber Located on
Buffalo Rd, southeast portion of Calloway Co. Priced
to sell at $625/acre Call
David King, 753-8355 or
after 5pm & on weekends,
759-9854.
*50

Homes
For Sale
2BR brick lust outside city
limits, sunroom, carport,
central hia, $67,900. Coleman RE 753-9698

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
Saturday, September 16, 1995 at 10:00 a.m.just off East
Sycamore in Murray, Ky. Watch for auction signs.
James R. Bogard and Renata Bogard owners.
Will offer for sale lots 22 of the Roberts Business and
-Industrial Park subdivision, Plat Book 3, page 88 in Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office. Also in Book 154 cabinet 1,
drawer 6, card 1928 in same office. also lots 30 and 31 in
Roberts Business and Industrial Park subdivision Plat of
record. Plat Book 3, page 88, book 168, card 1547 in office of
Calloway County Court Clerk's office. Also a track of land as
shown in Plat Book 8, slide 77, Plat of land record Book 169,
card 2092 in the office of the Calloway County Court.
Terms: 10% down the day of the auction. Balance in 30 days
and passing of deed. This auction is held jointly with Wilson
Real Estate-Wayne Wilson- Broker 753-5086.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
And Associate 435-4144.
Watch next week's paper for detailed listings of Personal Propurt

r
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SSA

490
Used
Can
983 SUPERCHARGED
high performance S-10
Blazer, 4z4 Blue & Grey in
color, not 10xxx mi on
su pe rcharged ,(blown) mo
to E xcellent condi bon .too
many extras to list Have to
see to appreciate, asking
$8.000 serious inquiries
only Ph 502-227-8015
1987 GMC Jimmy, new
motor, 29xxx miles Must
see 753-2322 after 6pm
1990 CHEVROLET p u
heavy duty,% ton, 4x4 350.
Asp man trans, lilt, air,
cruise, excellent condition
Call 435-4249
1990 FORD XLT Lariat
4x4, loaded, 1 owner
753-9887
1990 FORD F250 White on
Blue, auto, p/s, p/b, dual
tanks, radial tires Runs
great' $4,000 Dealer
502-875-4050
1992 FORD F-150, 70xxx
miles, a/c, auto, p/s p/b
5speed never wrecked
$8950 753-1323

HOUSE for sale at Center 1993 MUSTANG, loaded,
Ridge
489-2768, Wsunroof, $8000 Call 1995 DODGE,% ton, club753-8414
cab, 4x4 diesel, automatic,
489 2161 after 8pm
loaded, 3xxx mi, $29,500
1995 MAZDA Protige' LX,
753-8045
loaded, 9xxx miles,
83
FORD Ranger w/topper,
Call
753-7785
$11,500
automatic good mech
ANTIQUE 68 LeSabre, ex- $1500, 753-8526 after
1978 YAMAHA 750, excel- cellent condition $3500 5pm
lent condition, low mileage, firm 759-9535
RED 1985 Chevy p/u, 305,
$1500 436-5302
SPECIAL of the Week runs good, looks good
1982 SUZUKI GS 650 E 1988 Cutlass Cierra V-6, 759-4401
motorcycle, 10xx x mi, good air, $1800 cash, no trade
condibon, fairing included, Williams Used Cars, officehome new battery, $800
492 -8898 ,
492-8873
510
759-2447 evenings, Kris
Campers

A95
Vans
1989 GMC Mini-Van good
condition 436-2602 after
5pm

1975 PONTIAC Trans-Am
good condition Call atte
6pm, 492-8490

89 ASTRO Conversion
Van, sharp, $6500
759-1594

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
WADI:
MEM
Locations Coast to
Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

,,c'c\\) BTO/40„

Quality Service

Tree Trimming

•J'

Free Estimates

Tree Remove

24 Hour Service

Stump Removal

Landscaping

Tree Service

Hedge Trimming

L4ht Haulitg, Etc.

18FT camper trailer $750,
489-2392
24FT Coachman Cadet
Everything works, a/c, gas
heat, awning, $3500
436-2113
TRAVEL trailer, 26ft sleeps
4, fully equipped w/ac, furnace, water heater, two
ceiling fans & awning Well
maintained, $2700. See at
Aurora KOA or call 618395-1352.
USED Camper trailer parts,
753-0062

520
Boats
Motors
1994 STRATOS 285 Pro
XL, bass boat. 175hp Evinrude Intruder, 2 liquid crystal graphs, cover, _trailer
brakes & much more,
$17,000 obo. 759-1965
days, 753-8858 nights
2 SAILBOATS, 1-16ft &
1-24tt 753-7721 after 5pm
REDUCED for quick sale
14FT Jon boat, w/20hp
Mercury, w/tratler, was
$1100, now $900 Call
753-3200 or 753-2321

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, hedge trimming, landscaping mulching & mulch hauling, gutter
cleaning Clean-up junk,
garbage Odd jobs also Al
household moving Free
estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree Spraying. serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lamb's lawn mow
trig, light hauling tree trimming. Mark 436-2528
ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work, junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe 436-2867
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
TRAVIS Asphalt driveway
sealing, free estimates
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Forklift Service
Rollback Service
Moving and hauling of equipment
Or anything.
Towing & Storage

Murray
Recycling
753-4133

753-1916

Custom Woodworking

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

ADJUSTMENTS

• Drop by and see our showroom
404) SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bra,ai)
753-5940

Advertisers
are
requested to check the find
insertion of their ads for
say!MN. Murray Ledger
lk Times will be respoosable for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported intmediatety No corrections
can be ade.

Custom
CABINETS
8 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
•Kitehen Cabinets & Vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solld Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9872

630 N 4th St- {next to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery
753-5668

FOR Hire, 1995 Dodge Dually, rode ready, Long or
short hauls Enclosed trailer
available Call 474-8704 after 6jxn
HANDYMAN Co roofing,
siding remodeling and
home repair 474-8621
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269
LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal
502-436-5744
LAWN care, mowing & trimming 436-2528
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

PAINT jobs $250 and up S
& S Auto Body 759-1553
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REMODELING, siding,
decks Free estimate,
492-8476 or 759-4830 after
5pm
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592
WOOD VCR- repairing
vcr's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon- Fri 9-12, 1-5,
free estimates. 753-0530.

MACHINE Quilting call
502 492 8873 after 5pm,
ask for Penney

560
Free
BACKHOE Service - ROY
Column
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations, MARC'S Lawn Service
FREE female adult Hima753-6226, 753-4168.
etc 759-4664
layan, declawed & spayed
BACKHOE Service, com- MB GENERAL CON- 753-8607
plete foundations, septic STRUCTION & MAINTE- FREE med size hound,
systems R H Nesbitt. Con- NANCE carpentry, paintblack w/brown underside
struction Phone 492-8516, ing electrical, siding, other 753-8607
&
apt
maint
pager 762-7221
(502)436-2819 fax or
FREE Upright Piano
BOB'S Plumbing Service modem avail
759-9887
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
r day;
1,11,ALL Lur,, KIM A hi
753-1134 or 436-5832

*0•0•D*W.Od.14

BUSHHOGGING. Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities

Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
01.e Us You, Meeerwreeta—IVel &d 7b Suit Your Nada'
SU US AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE SQUARE
(Next to Rudy's)
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture
753-0981
!7'nTmuivaILr,IutlIutulxAourJla,i.
ill HAP •

BUSH hogging or pasture
clipping. 753-0062
CARPET binding and fringing Call Enger Custom Design Carpets at 436 2347,
day or night
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning Special $2500
per room Free ScotchGard
& Deodorizing 436-2654
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

(

(I
iff,4

Nance's Welding
Service
General Welding & Repairs

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

- No Job Too Small Home (502)753-1729
Cellular (502)853-2841
Murray, KY

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

"1-•

Services
Offered

MOBILE home roof coatings, startng at $89 Up to
3yr guarantee, call now for
appointment 474-8636

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Don Darden - 753-0869
Can Be Seen At Stella

,

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wuttts Recovery, Murray
436 5560

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick
drive ways sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734

Licensed & Insured

One Of The Best Looking And Best
Maintained Trucks You Will Ever Find
$7,750 Cash - Firm
1986 XLT Ford Lariat Pickup with super extended cab two tone red with short bed - every factory option - dual
tanks (35.5 gallons) auto, V8, PS, PB, tih, cruise, PW,
FIX, AM-FM cassette, cold air, bed liner, bull dog rails,
sliding window, told down rear seat, bucket seats,
console,tinted windows, tool box, wheel well tool boxes,
3 extra spares
For maintenance Information call

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

HOUSE & horse barns on 1979 OLDS Delta 88, V-8,
1 2 acres. 142,000 24x30 4dr, arc. cruise. p/b,
shop on 1 3 acres, pew, amlm stereo, $950,
$15,500 I acre lot $7.500 very dependable
All with road frontage 2 753-3900
miles on Van Cleave Rd
,. 1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
753-4525
good engine, good
MUST sell, new home in trans good transportation,
Southwest school district, 502-753 5561
1700sq ft, 31or split design,
1985 CADILLAC,66xxx ac2 bath with lots of extras
City utilities, but county tual mi, leather interior
taxes, must see Call 435-4174 after 5pm
759-9359
1985 CHEVY Celebrity,
NEW 3br homes priced in $400 down, $80/mo Wil70's & 80's, financing avail- hams Used Cats, 492-8898
or 492-8873
able, will consider trade
753-3672 after 5pm
1986 FORD Escort, $300
down, $80 per month WilGATESBOROUGH Home
liams Used Cars, office400341 2 story. 4BR first
492-8898 home 492-8873
floor, 4 baths, large game
room with bar, study gas 1987 CUTLASS Supreme
heat & water Walnut ca- Brougham very sharp &
binets Conan vanities, dean Call 492-8566 after
large decks with gazebo, 4pm
yard sprinkler system
1987 NISSAN Sentra, 4dr,
fenced back yd lots of new
items & extras, great for a/c,5 speed, very dean and
dependable, $2500
kids
753-5940 or
759-2446
436-5946

1993 KAW ZX-7, green w/
muzzy pipe, 2 helmets, &
communicator, $5200
759-2461

5311
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Homes
For Sale

FOR THE BEST CALL VERNON NANCE

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Everiock Vinyl
Underpinning
Lifetime Warranty
14x70 2& aug hght
$364.00
K-Rock Underpinning
Silver 8 White Root
Coatings

We have been your custom builder in the
It-

past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to

custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Doors - Windows Bathtubs
Decks, Treated Lumber,
Handrails. Banister or
Lattice
4 x 8 - $275.00
6 x 10 - $425.00
10 x 18 - $775.00
Metal Roots Over Deck
Available
5 miles south of Mueay
on 641 Hwy
(502) 492-8488

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To help yew plan yaw New Kitties or Bathroom

Call 753-6869

Classifieds
Office Open

for free quote

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday

or coasuiting.

ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair •Housing Act Notice

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience - Free Estimates

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it illegal to advertise any preference,limitation or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, or intention to make any
such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

Murray, Kentucky

753-5814

Conservation Reserve
Program taking bids
on eligible farmland
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman has announced that between
Sept 11-22, 1995, eligible persons
will be able to submit bids for the
13th Conservation Reserve Program signup.
Land accepted into the CRP must
have been cropped or used as setaside 2 years of the 5 years of 19861990. Land accepted into the CRP
will have to meet higher environmental and conservation criteria to
continue efforts to halt soil erosion,
improve water quality, encourage
tree planting, and benefit wildlife.
Bidders have the option to request a CRP contract effective beginning either with the 1996 or with
the 1997 crop year. Annual rental
payments for approved CRP contracts will be made to eligible farm
owners who convert eligible cropland to permanent cover. In addition
to the rental payment, the CCC may
pay up to 50 percent of the cost of
establishing a permanent cover.
Producers would be allowed to
harvest their 1996 crop if their
contract begins in 1997.
Producers entering into a CRP
contract and also growing crops will
be required to purchase federal crop
insurance.
During this sign-up, each applicant will be required to submit a bid.
Before a bid is submitted, the FSA
office will determine the bid cap for
each offer.
The bid cap is the maximum bid
amount that FSA,through the CCC,
the agency's financing entity, will
accept for the acreage offered. By

Central Heating & Cookng Service & Installabon
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

NIIL
•C00...ti ...aXXx •

A AMERICAN
ao STANDARD

.
C17;
INIL I INCYHX
Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the
law. All persons are hereby informed tharall
dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis.

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses.
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milers, (703) 648-1000.

474-8267

bidding below the bid cap, the
likelihood that an offer will be
accepted may be increased.
To be an eligible participant,
landowners must have continually
owned the farm for 3 years prior to
the close of the current signup
period. Landowners are required to
share payments on a fair and equitable basis with tenants who have an
interest in the farm; however, tenants may elect to sign a waiver not to
participate in the contract.
CRP contracts have a life span of
at least 10 years and are irrevocable
after acceptance by USDA. Crop
acreage bases, quotas, and allotments will be reduced by the ratio of
the acreage put into the program to
the total cropland on the farm.
These will be reinstated after contract termination.
Additional information on the
CRP is available from local FSA,
NRCS, the State Cooperative Extension Services, State Forestry
agencies, and local conservation
districts.
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The country with the
largest number of post
offices is India, with
144,829 in 1988. There
are 39,595 post offices in
the U.S.

HORO
FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 8, 1995
(For yow personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE at the top.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Do your homework faithfully and Your sweet tooth could tempt you to
you will be recruited for that dream go off a diet. Exercise willpower.
job you seek. Do not look a gift Getting in shape will boost your
horse in the mouth: accept favors at energy level! Changes are indicated
face value. Early in 1996, an where romance is concerned. Avoid
"impossible" dream will come true. painting yourself into a corner.
Romance veers off a rocky road
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
- onto a path leading to the altar. The Romance can easily fall into a rut if
idea of retiring becomes more you let it. Do something different
attractive when you find something tonight=just for fun. Group enterthat you really want to do. Be open- tainment is favored. Choose your
minded.
companions carefully if hoping to
CELEBRITIES BORN ON stay within your budget.
THIS DAY: countrY music legend
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Patsy Cline. comedian Sid Caesar, Keep any secrets entrusted to you.
basketball player Maurice Cheeks, Otherwise, there will be hard feelactress Heather Thomas.
ings between you and someone who
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): feel's betrayed. Concern over money
Doing your work quietly and effi- could make you appear a little
ciently will win you kudos. Your detached at work.
wardrobe may need an overhaul.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Strive for elegance: choose clothes 21): Remain flexible. You cannot
that are chic, not shockingly bold.
always have your own way in affairs
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): of the heart. Be more considerate of
You could agree to assume some loved one's feelings. An overly critresponsibilities that are not rightful- ical attitude can nip romance in the
ly yours. Share your true feelings bud.
with loved ones. Your willingness to
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
cooperate will be put to the test.
19): Some in-depth soul-searching is
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): in order. Put a recent spat with a
Show others that you can accept loved one behind you; resolve to
constructive criticism when it is make amends. A young person
well-meant. You have a lot to gain needs nurturing guidance. Keep in
by being cooperative and humble. touch with friends at a distance.
Financial speculation is out: protectAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb, 18):
ing your assets is in!
Read between the lines in a tricky
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): work situation. The best place to put
Obligations you recently assumed your artistic talents to work is in
could prove almost overwhelming. your own home. Your creativity'
You may have to stick to a strict adds a touch of elegance to everyschedule to make any kind of day living.
progress. Be wary in close encounPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
ters.
Check the particulars of a job
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Stick to assignment before proceeding. Go
routine business today. This is no slow if there are unanswered questime to take chances in love or tions. You could find yourself in the
money. A playful mood vanishes spotlight later today. Be certain to
when work starts piling up. Follow make a good impression on influenthrough on instructions from those tial people.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are experts at sifting and analyzing information. Count on them to quickly spot the flaw in a less-than-perfect argument
or product. Accuracy is these Virgos' hallmark. If they insist something is
true, it is. Thrifty and farsighted, they can accumulate considerable wealth.
Although romance will not come easily for these choosy Virgos, once they
find their soulmate, they will be eager to marry.
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
114 Am
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Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

.()oper .

WAREHOUSE
TIRE

TIRES

400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
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RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
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SUNDAY BUFPIET 11-2 $5.95 4%
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Wednesday-Senior's Night' Buy one get one free!'
Thursday Night-Seafood Buffet Special
7,99
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
8.95
i
fi
Saturday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet 8 95
t-1. V.N.Sunday-Our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-7
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Seven Sean PA-"--Clean
733-4141
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DR. Gorr
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 30-year-old
niece seems to be suffering from
occasional painful attacks of her pancreas. She says if she stays away from
fats and sugar and limits her diet to
fruits a • vegetables, there is less
likelih, of an attack. How can she
find out if these sporadic pains are
pancreatic in nature?
DEAR READER: I assume from
your question that your niece has
recurring attacks of abdominal pain
that may be made worse by eating
•
•
fats and sugar.
I think that the key word here is
"fats." And, all things being equal. I
wouldn't necessarily blame her pancreas. Her family doctor should be
able to sort this out.
In an otherwise healthy young
woman, abdominal pain after eating
fat indicates the possibility of gallbladder disease — more specifically, gallstones.
Although your niece obviously
needs a thorough examination, she
also should have blood tests and Xrays. A blood analysis of her amylase,
a pancreatic enzyme, will tell the doc-

LOOKING RACK

tor if she has pancreatic disease.
However, I believe that the most fruitful examination would be a liver/gallbladder/pancreas ultrasound test.
Using electromagnetic waves to
check for calcifications, the doctor can
obtain a reasonably accurate idea of
whether your niece's liver, gallbladder
and pancreas are normal. Such a test is
simple,safe and relatively inexpensive.
In addition, she may need gallbladder X-rays or an upper GI series, an
X-ray exam to rule out an ulcer, which
is yet another possible cause for
abdominal pain.
Your niece- should follow her physician's suggestions regarding the necessary diagnostic procedures. It's a
good idea to define her problem with
medical testing, rather than relying
on her interpretation of her symptom.
The French, for instance, blame a
variety of ills on their livers; this is a
cultural, not a medical, phenomenon.
In your niece's case, more objective
documentation seems to be in order.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Gallbladder Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send 62 plus a long, self-addressed,

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

Tea years ago
Ryan Milk Company of Murray was presented the Senatre
Productivity Award by U.S.
Senator Wendell Ford at the
Purchase Area Development District banquet held at Executive
Inn, Paducah. James Garrison,
president of Ryan Milk, accepted
the award from Senator Ford.
Jami Briggs, 15, and Robert J.
Briggs, 20, both of Rt. 1, Hardin,
died from injuries in a two-car
DEAR HEADER: Fibrositis, now accident at
intersection of Slickknown as fibromyalgia, is a disorder
back
and
Wadesboro
Roads in
aching,
of unknown cause, marked by
muscles and joints, which tends to southern part of Marshall County.
affect women more often than men. Joyce Tidwell, Trudy Baker,
There is no test used for diagnosis; Eleanor D'Angelo and Marcia
rather, other, similar conditions (such Westphal are new officers of
as lupus and polymyalgia-rheumatica) Women's Guild of St. Leo
have to be ruled out by appropriate Catholic Church.
blood analysis and, perhaps, biopsy.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Enoch will
Treatment consists of drugs, such be married 50 years Sept. 14.
as ibuprofen, or prescription mediTwenty years ago
cine, such as Lodine. If over-thecounter ibuprofen no longer controls Murray State University Presiyour discomfort, ask your doctor to dent Dr. Constantine Curris and
prescribe stronger medication.
Ralph Graves, executive director
of Office of Local Government in
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
Frankfort, spoke at a dinner recognizing local officials from
throughout West Kentucky at a
banquet held on MSU campus.

stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was diagnosed
two years ago with fibrositis and
began taking two tablets of ibuprofen
daily to control inflammation. Since
thee, I've had to increase the dosage
to six tablets, and sometimes even
that is not enough. Are there any new
treatments or developments, and
where do I go from here when the sixtablet limit doesn't hold me?
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CALVIN and HOBBES
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GAME 27

Murray -Calloway County
Board of Realtors has selected
Bailey Hendricks as Realtor of
Year and Loretta Jobs as Associate Realtor of the Year for 1975.
LaRhea Miller and Ricky
Stewart were married in a summer ceremony at Salem Baptist
Church.
Margaret Blalock from the
office of Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk will speak Sept.
9 for Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens at Ellis Center.
Thirty years ago
Dr. William T. Doss, Maurice
Humphrey and Charles Coleman
were elected as officers of Murray Kiwanis Club.
The Shrine Circus will give
performances at Murray Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds on Sept. 15.
Bishop Homer Ellis Finger Jr.,
resident bishop of Nashville Area
of Methodist Church, is the Sunday speaker at South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. James Woods
and daughters, Brenda and Holly,
of Minneapolis, Minn., have been

TODAY IN HISTORY

NAVE YOU LEARNED
ANYTHING FROM
wikTatiNS THEM

i ,....

CALWN
BALL??

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 7, the 250th day of 1995. There are 115
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Ten years ago: President Reagan threatened to retaliate against
Japan and the European Common Market for unfair trading practices.
Hana Mandlikova upset Martina Navratilova to win the women's title
of the U.S. Open.
Five years ago: President Bush left for his one-day Finland summit
with Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev. Kimberly Bergalis of
Fort Pierce, Fla., came forward to identify herself as the young
woman who had been infected with AIDS, apparently by her late dentist. Bergalis died the following year.
GET OUT
'c
TVIE
One year ago: After a brief meeting, the United States and Cuba
TIME FRACTURE 1 I-lEcK IS
temporarily suspended talks on stemming the Cuban refugee exodus.
WICKETS, HOBBES! CAINANWL2 U.S. Marines assigned to a potential Haiti invasion force began trainWERE GONNA
ing on a Puerto Rican island amid talk in Washington of a U.S.-led
FLAY CAININBAll..!
intervention.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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CATHY
WE'RE NOT SUPPOSED ID HAGGLE, BUT I THINK I COULD
KNOCK #4100 Off THE PRICE
IF YOU COMMIT TODAY!

IN ôSS WILL KILL /RE, RUT
rnt(AN& ID THRow IN THE
OPTIONAL ALL04 WHEELS!
i'M NOT INTERESTED.

IS)

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K7
IF 63
• A94
+KQ9872
WEST
EAST
ru. KICK BACK HALF
SURROUNDED 84 CARS SHE
+63
Q10852
oF
HATES AND SALESPEOPLE SHE
CortvillSsiom
V K10752
Q J4
CART STAND. A ktriVIN REACHES •K Q J6
•72
I'M NOT INTERESTED. HER
PINNACLE Of DESIRABILITY.
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The bidding:
West
North East South
1
2+
Pass
2NT
Pass
3NT
Dble
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Bridge is a partnership game,as
everyone knows, but in many deals
it is evident that the partners are
pulling in opposite directions. Obviouloten partners are commtmiCa
different wavelengths, almost anything can happen — and
frequently does.
Take this deal where East-West
were outoftune.West bid one heart,
North bid two clubs, South two

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

OIL

: IS THAT GcftDoN'S DAD
OVERIFIERE,miKa?
:HE AN OK

Guy,

ReAu.y.

notrump,North three notrump,and
East doubled.
East's double in this sequence
carries a special meaning. It is a
lead-directing double. It states that
East thinks the contract can be defeated if West leads the suit he
opened the bidding with — in this
case, hearts. Had West led a heart,
South would have gone down one.
The defenders would have scored
four heart tricks and a club.
But Westled a diamond and South
made the contract. He won the diamond with the ace, established
dummy's clubs, and made the contract with an overtrick after West
cashed the Q-J of diamonds.
It iseasy tosympathize with West,
who was naturally more inclined to
lead a diamond from a solid suit
than a heart from a broken suit.
We've all witnessed worse leads that
turned out more successfully.
But here West had no one to
blame except himself. Once partners agree that a double in a given
sequence — such as the one here —
is lead-directing, the player on lead
is ill-advised to override partner's
clearly expressed wish.
It must be assumed that partner
is not doubling just to hear himself
talk. Bridge is a partnership game.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS.

GARFEELD
I AWOKE TO 'SONGBIRDS
OUTSIDE MY WINDOW,GARFIELD

SERENADING' ME
WITH SWEET SONG.

(1

((
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WELCOMING- TOMORROW WE
THE MORNING* SHOULD BE
ABLE TO
SL Cr' IN...

#1111

VvAor

MALLARD FILLMORE

PEANUTS

YES,Mot4%M ..I WAS WONDERIN6
IF I MIGHT HAVE A DESK
IN THE BACK ROW..
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NO, MA'AM ..I UNDERSTAND..
THAT'S LIFE...

LAST ROW, UPPER DECK
AT TI-IE BALLPARK..
FIRST ROW IN THE CLASSROOM

-

1 Shed
feathers
5 Fed. agcy.
8 CAT —
12 A Pertman
13 Tease
14 "— Dick"
15 River in
Germany
16 Nothing
18 Opp. of post
19 Martin ID
20 Quote
21 "— Cid"
23"— Ease"
24 Storehouse
26 Food fish
(PO
28 Units of
matter
29 Deity
30 Robust
energy
32 — Rose
33 Two (Sp.)
34 — the way
35— la la
36 Make lace
37 "Two
Women" star
38 Limbs

40 Tim or Tyne
41 Concerning
43 Yes (Sp.)
44 Fashion
45 Uppermost
extremity
(abbr.)
47 Picnic pest
49 Stokes
51 Plaything
52 — Jazz
54 Circle part
55 Hoosier
State
56 Horsley and
Majors
57 Tiny
58 Hammerhead

DOWN
1 TV's talking
horse
(2 wds.)
2 Electrician's
measuring
instrument
3 A Brown
4 Tantalum
symbol
5 Commonplace

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Apo op
pRRopp ppupp
MU OMMMUMM M
OM OUMMU MRO
A mop

RAM

EIUM

WREN

MUM RMWAMM
!MUM RMUM
MBRMDM NUM
DOM BMW MUM
ORM MMAON OMM
pm Bmaimp pm
UMMUMM ROOMO
OMORO
OMMIMM
9-70 1995 United Feature Syndicate
6 Wicked
7 Alphabet
8 Martin ID
9 Policeman
•
10 Irritating
11 No (Russian)
16 Zooms
17 Pay attention
to
20 Some —

=ME MEM MEM
MEM WM MOM
MOM EMMEN MOM
dd ME
MR
MdM11111
MM. ME MOM
ME= WOE MEM
MEM WEE MIMI
NW= WM=
Mid NM WM. MN
MEM WM= MEM
WEIN MEM WM=
WM= ME ME=
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the guests of his mother, Mrs
Zeffie Woods, and his sister,.
Miss Elizabeth Woods and Mrs
Robert Hopkins and family.
David Coleman was honored at
p party on his fourth birth&
given at their home by hi,
mother, Mrs. Charles Coleman
Forty years ago
Flood relief contributions con
tinue to come in to the office of
Calloway County Chapter ot
American Red Cross, according
to Mrs. Joe Pace, executive sec
retary. These funds will be uses:
to help the victims of the flood in
the northwest section of thc
United States.
The Mobile Chest X-Ray Unit
will be at various locations in
Murray and Calloway Count
from Sept. 7 through 30, according to officials of Callowa)
County Health Department.
Mrs. 011ie Brown spoke on
"Hybrid Daylilies" and Mrs. Got
don Moody on "Preparing and
Storing of Bulbs" at a meeting of
Garden Department of NIurra
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
An International "300" Tractor
demonstration will be Sept. 8 at
the farm of Ellis Wrather.

DEAR ABBY

,

DEAR ABBY: I ton enclosing an
item from your column. Please run
it again. People need to be reminded.
HOUSTuN
DEAR E.D.: I'm glad to oblige
— it's one of my favorites:
SAM LEVENSON'S ANSWER II

AN ANTI-SEMITE
"It's a free world. you don't ha\
to like Jews, but if you &Mt. I suggest that you bovoitt certain -le \k
products, like the Wasserman test
for syphilis; digitalis, discovered by
a Dr. Nuslin; insulin. discovered by
Dr. Minofskv; chloral hydrate foi
convulsions,(discovered by Dr. hireich; the Schick test for diphtheria.
vitamins, discovered by Dr. Funk.
streptomycin. discovered by Dr, Z
Woronan; the polio pill by Dr. A
Sabin and the polio vaccine by Dr
Jonas Salk.
"Go on, boycott! Humanitarian
consistency requires that my people
offer all these gifts to all people ()I
the world. Fanatic consistency.
requires that all bigots accept
syphilis, diabetes, convulsions, mar
notation, infantile paralysis and
tuberculosis as a matter of principle.
"You want to be mad? Be mad'
But I'm telling vou, you ain't going
to feel so good!"
READERS: Shortly after that
item ran, I received this letter,
which I also published:
DEAR ABBY: Your recent column, in which you quoted the late.
beloved Sam Levenson, contained
an error.
In listing some outstanding contributions to medical science made
by Jews, Levenson credited a Dr. Z
Woronan with the discovery of
streptomycin.
Abby, I hope the Nobel Committee in Sweden doesn't hear-about
this, because in 1952, they awarded
the Nobel Prize for medicine to Dr.
Selman Abraham Waksman of Rutgers University for discovering
streptomycin!
However, Dr. Waksman belongs
on that list because he, too, was
Jewish.
ARTHUR ISBIT, PH.D .
CHULA VISTA, CALIF
* * *

DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law,
who is getting along in years, has
informed her son and me that when
she dies, she wants to be cremated
with absolutely no funeral service.
She is a. non-believer and never
went to church.
My husband and I believe that a
funeral service would help bring closure, but we promised that we
would respect her wishes.
Abby, would it be terribly wrong
if we had a simple graveside service
when,it is time for her to meet her
maker?
WONDERING IN TEXAS

Running"
22 Redgrave ID
25 Sum
DEAR WONDERING: Since
26 Type of
she clearly stated that she
lettuce
wants to be cremated with
27 Female
reproductive
absolutely no funeral service —
organ
and you promised to respect
28 Likely
her wishes — that is precisely
29 Obtained
what you should do.
31 Boyz II —
33"— Boor
* 4 *
34 Warsaw
native
36 WeekendDEAR ABBY: I found this in a
welcoming
fortune cookie at Trader Vic's: "It is
abbr.
much wiser to take advice than to
37 Youngsters
give
it."
39 Sullivan ID
Since the fortune applies directly
40'La — Vita"
to what you do, I thought I'd ask
41 Filmdom's
whEtt you think of it.
Gomez
Addams
LONGTIME READER IN
42 Grafted, in
SILVER LAKE,CALIF.
heraldry
44 Nothing more
DEAR LONGTIME READER:
than
The philosophy may be true —
45 Gordis of
but Its not nearly as rewarding.
hockey
(At least in my case!)
40 Ms. Cannon

48 — kwan do
50.Car

assemblers'
assn.51 Pedal digit
53Showy 10
55 Papas 10

• 01.4.
To receive a collection et Abby's most
memorable — and most frequentlx
requested — poems and essays, seed•
business-abed, self-addressed surelops,
phis check or irs6liejorder for 418.611
($4.110 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
,algespers," P.O. Dot 447, Mount Morris,
11101144447.(Pestii is included.)
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—35 Years In Business Speaks Loud And Clear."
— We Sell The Best For Less —
Car And Home Audio By:

Mrs. Iris L. McNeely

Miss Johnnie Albritton Scholes

Mrs: Iris L. McNeely, 80, Wingo, died Wednesday, Sept. 6, 1995,
at 7:25 a.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile accident at
Benton.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield, he
attended Wingo Church of Christ.
Her husband, James Claude McNeely, one son, James W. McNeely,
one grandchild, and one brother, Jess Hainley, preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late A.B. (Pete) Hainley and Nell Wright
Hainley.
Survivors include one son, Charles McNee:y, Crown Point, Ind.;
three sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Turnbow, Murray, Mrs. Sylvia Andrews,
Kanua, Idaho, and Mrs. Lillie May Harris, Belleville, Ill.; one brother,
Hal Hainley, Humbolt, Tenn.; four grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Wingo. Bobby Crittendon will officiate. Burial will follow in
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

The funeral for Miss Johnnie Albriuon Scholes will be Sunday at
2:30 p.m. at Macedonia Church of Christ in Graves County. James
Shockley, Charles Cate, Nathan Legate, Bobby Criuenden and Stan
Colley will officiate. Ladies from Houser Grove Church of Christ will
serve as floral assistants.
Burial will follow in Pryorsburg Cemetery, Graves County, with
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray in charge of arrangements.
Friends may call at Beauregard Hill, her home at Pryorsburg, from
Friday at 5 p.m. through Sattuday night. Sept. 9. , ,
Miss Scholes, 93, Pryorsburg community of Graves County, died
Thursday, Aug. 31, 1995, at 1:30 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield.
Survivors include two nephews, Dr. Harvey L. Elder of Murray and
Gaylon Neale of Tallmadge, Ohio; two nieces, Mrs. Helen Boyd, Rt.
4, Mayfield, and Mrs. Bobby Russell, Garland, Texas; several great
nieces and nephews.

Wyatt Ambrose Farmer
•

SHOP AND COMPARE

DEATHS

4

JVC, Pioneer, Panasonic, Kenwood, Orion, Cerivin-Vega!,
Sentrek, Sanyo, Savard & many others.
Cur hada( Has 23 Yrs. Expenence • Complete in-Siore Elect

WORLD OF SOUND
222 S 12th • Murray • 753-5865

. ,

irTA IWO-4w ...4".••

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Laramie • Remington
Firestone • Michelin
UNIROY
—Copan Saturdays Until Noon—

HOS*
NOM

Holland Tire Co.

i!n;47
.
arViN
le-re

East Main • 753-5606

of sports injuries, greater measurment of automobile accidents and
work-related injuries.
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On Sept. 12-16 Dr. Heskeu will
be attending the Grand Celebration
commemorating the 100th anniversary of Chiropractic.
In conjunction with the celebration Heskett will also be representing Kentucky Chiropractors as the
Kentucky representative assembly
person at the annual International
Chiropractic Association convention. These meetings will be held in
Davenport, Iowa, which is the historical site of the first chiropractic
adjustment.
Services for Cassandra Lynn Kriegbaum were today at 11 a.m. in
The first chiropractic adjustment
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale, Dewayne
was performed by D.D. Palmer in
Harper, and Patsy Whitesell, principal at East Elementary School,
Davenport on _Sept. 18, 1885 on a
officiated.
deaf janitor named Harvey Lillard.
Pallbearers were Wesley Kriegbaum, Louis Tuck, John Barton, Dale
After recieving this adjustment Mr.
Barton and Jim Keighbaum. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Lillard regained his hearing, thus
Miss Kriegbaum, 6, New Concord, died Monday, Sept. 4, 1995.
the world largest drugfree health
Survivors include her parents, Bud and Carol Kriegbaum, and two
care profession was born.
brothers, Anthony Martin and Michael Martin, New Concord; her
During the course of this convengrandparents, Lou and Mary Tuck, Mayfield, and Wesley Sr. and
.tion, Heskett will be addretsing
Geneva Kriegbaum, Potosi, Mo.; two aunts, Shirley Edwards, New
issues involving Chiropractic legisConcord, and Anna Crow, Mayfield; two uncles, Wesley Kriegbaum
lation addressing issues on the naJr., Mayfield, and William Martin, Potosi, Mo.
tional health coverage for the elderly.
Heskett will also be continuing
his education through studying advanced methods in examination
procedures, information on the special needs of children and the
p.m.
close
at
5
will
the
lot
agement,
The department of facilities manelderly, how to more effectively
agement at Murray State University on Friday,Sept. 8. A contractor will convey examinations findings to
lighting
install
and
has announced that work to improve then level, pave
patients, the latest in the treatment
the gravel parking lot on Hamilton to the lot. The project is expected to
Avenue located west of the Special be completed by early December.
"We appreciate the cooperation
Education Building will begin on
of
the Murray State Community
gept. 9.
According to Charles Outland, during this period of inconveniis beaming all
assistant director of facilities man- ence," Outland said.

Lite our com,

Alva.

Heskett to attend chiropractic event

Private services for Wyatt Ambrose Farmer were held Wednesday
afternoon.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of arrangements.
The infant son died Tuesday, Sept. 5, 1995, at 10:36 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his parents, Kevin and Patricia Dodson Farmer,
Rt. 1, Almo; grandparents, Lydell and Mary Dodson, Rt. 2, Wingo,
and Larry and Marcella Farmer, Mortons Gap; great-grandparents,
Catherine Farmer, Mortons Gap, Dora Lindsay, Central City; and J.D.
Farmer, Madisonville; an uncle, Bobby Gene Lindsay, Decaterville,
Tenn..

Repair Dept.
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Cassandra Lynn Kriegbaum

32" or 36"
6 Panel Steel Insulated

Exterior Door

BUDGET BARN

Fix-Up Before
Fall Rains
Starts

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up

MSU announces lot improvements

Single 4' wide door
8 x8
8 x 12
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft.

8 x 16
128 sq. ft.

Brown or White
10' Section
Aluminum or Vinyl

$750 $950 $1,150

Gutters

*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

Education

oier Kentucky.
Investments Since 1854.

759-1390

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg..--4684.87
DJ1A Previous Close.--4683.81
;Air Products------ 55 • 1/.
5534 • 1/4
AT&
Bell South ....--“---693/4 + 1/4
Briggs & Stratton........ 38'/4 + 1/s
Bristol Myers Squibb— 67//s - 3/4
;CBT Corp. Ky.s....--.22B 23A
••••• Chrysler..............._.. 571/2 + I.
Dean Foods.....-............... 27 + 14
+ 1/4
Ford Motor.—............... 313/4 unc
General Electrk.....--591/4 • 1/a
General Motors............491/4 • Vs
603/. + 1/1
Goodyear.........__.......... 401/4 + Is
-1 B M...---.----1003/4 - 3/s
Ingersoll Rand............... 401/s unc

• Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 •
Monday-Friday 734-6; Saturday 8-4
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Locations: Benton & Lake City

Prices as of 9 a.m.
+ Vs

K U Energy—.—.-.—.. 271/4 - 1/a
Kroger ........,.................32/s • 1/2
LG
+ 1/4
Mattel
unc
McDonalds
unc
Merck ...—.---..........511/4 + 1/s
Penney.....—.........-471/4 -Vs
Peoples First*.—.-.—....21B 22A
Quaker Oats...—....—... 351/4 unc
4614 • 3/a
Sears
341/s +
Texaco-.—.......----.-.6.51/4 unc
Time Warner................. 401/s •
UST............-.........-...--2r/s - 1/s
Wal-Mart......-...-.-.—.-.-25 + 1/4

'Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker in this stock.
UNC-price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

n

Grow with
thad taro k.

11011.3.11. W I . ynet. I, • MerrIbc. ''VS(

HIUJARD
LYONS
Slf'f

Call 4110) 432-0970 for a tree
telecoor‘e schedule gaidc.

The KeelkiCky
Neeeelk
AFT trie,Arse, •••.,t

•

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Service September 7, 1995
Kentucky Purctsase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 31 Est. 150 barrows &
Gills 1.00 higher Sews steady le .54 higher.
$44041-4434
US 1-2 230-150 lbs.
$4350-4535
US 1-2 210-230 lbs.
545.50-44.0e
US 2-3 230-240 154
US 3-4 240-275
Sows
S23.00-2930
US 1.2 270.350 lbs.....--529.50-3000
US 1-3 305-400 lbs._
$30 00-30,35
US 1-3 401-525 lbs
532 00-34 00
US 1-3 523 and up las
12450-2150
.US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Sears $24.00-24.54

Russell E. Howard, M.D.
Cardiologist
Announces the reopening ofhis practice
Murray Heart Center
Medical Ms Building
Suite 282W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071

NEED
TRANSPORTATION?
CALL (502) 753-2222
OR COME BY!
"If you have an interest in
starting or rebuilding your
credit, NOW is the time,
and THIS is the place."
Financial Source is
C.A.C. (Credit
Acceptance Corp.)
Southfield, Mich.

For appointments call

502-759-4700

You Get
Instant Approval
If You Meet
These Guidelines:

a

native of Murray, Dr. Howard specializes in diagnosis and treatment
of all aspectsof coronary artery disease while providing coronary and
intensive care management

0-Proof of Social Security Card
0-Proof of Valid Driver's License
0-Proof of Two of Your Most
Recent Pay Check Stubs Reflecting
$150 Net Per Week
0-Proof of Current Utility Bill

Dr. Howard is a graduate of Murray State University. He earned his
medical degree from the University of Louisville School of Medicine and
completed his residency at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis.He
completed a cardiology fellowship at Northwestern University Hospitals,
Chicago, where he was chief fellow.
He is certified by the American Board of Cardiology and the American
Board of Internal Medicine. He has been in cardiolog practice in Murray
since 1

(Preferably In Your Name)

0-Proof of Physical Damage Auto Insurance
0-Must Be 18 Years or Older
0-Monthly Payments & Down Payments
Are Displayed On The Car

Former patients and new patients alike may schedule an appointment by
calling(502)759-4700.

Russell E. Howard, M.D.

Auto Finance Center
of Murray

F.A.0P., FAC.C.

Murray Heart Center
411fidical Arts Building
360 South Eighth Stmet, Suite 282W
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-759-4700

( Located Across From Toyota of Murray on Hwy. 641 South)
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